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Time-domain Electromagnetics (TEM) is a powerful tool to image the conductivity 
structure of the subsurface. These systems can be ground-based or can be mounted on an 
airborne platform, which allows for greater data density and resolution. Airborne 
electromagnetic (AEM) surveys are continually being pushed to regions with increasing culture; 
regions such as producing oil-fields with a need of ground-water contaminant monitoring, 
populated agricultural regions for water resource management, and/or mineral exploration 
around existing developments. Culture and cultural noise are proportional, and powerlines are a 
common and persistent source of cultural noise. 
Powerlines present a unique signature in TEM data. AEM data from Iowa, contracted by 
the USGS, exemplify these effects. The affected data are smoothly elevated and contamination 
can be seen as far as 400+ m away from a powerline. Standard data processing techniques simply 
cull the affected data from the dataset yielding a data loss in excess of 25%. While the problem is 
well documented in the literature, the basic building blocks of the physics behind the problem are 
not well understood. This thesis is an attempt to characterize and understand the powerline 
coupling problem, both theoretically and experimentally. 
A critical component of this work is the conceptual idea of a Skywire – a vertical loop of 
wire, simulating powerline grounding structures and their earth return. This concept was tested 
experimentally – by building a Skywire and performing TEM surveys around it, and studied 
theoretically – through modeling the coupling of a Skywire to an idealized TEM system. Both 
approaches show that powerline grounding structures are indeed the culprit, but also suggest that 
the mutual inductance between the earth and the Skywire plays a large role in the contamination. 
While the modeling does not fully capture the amplitudes and spatial extent of the 
contamination observed in AEM or ground-based data, many aspects of the problem were 
investigated. These aspects include Skywire resistance, Skywire self-inductance, Skywire–earth 
mutual-inductance, and differing geometries between airborne- and ground-based systems and 
Skywires. A methodology to repair affected TEM data and recover the earth structure has yet to 
be developed, however, I present a modeling algorithm and a way to quantify contamination 
levels in TEM data.
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Airborne electromagnetic data has revolutionized near surface imaging in the world of 
geophysics. Starting shortly after World War II many countries required new supplies of natural 
resources and revenue. This necessitated designing new geophysical systems that could delineate 
between conductive and resistive materials as well as cover large swaths of land quickly. 
According to Palacky and West [1991] the first airborne electromagnetic system debuted in 
1946. Despite many technical problems with this first system, the concept was proven and 
airborne electromagnetics became a major component in mineral resource exploration. These 
early systems were all frequency-domain (f-d) systems, where the transmitter (TX) produces a 
continuous magnetic field of known frequency and the receiver (RX) records how the magnetic 
field changes due to the media in the nearby vicinity. Both the TX and RX are simple loops of 
wire, where the TX is supplied a time-varying current (I) and the RX records a time-varying 
voltage (V). The physics of these f-d systems yield good resolution in the near-surface, but the 
magnetic dipole moment (TX area • TX current • number of turns in TX) of the TX is not 
sufficient to image deeper structures. By 1959 the first airborne time-domain electromagnetic 
(AEM) soundings were being collected. Time-domain EM (TEM) systems often use large, 
horizontal loops of wire and high amperages to produce a large-moment TX, thus allowing for 
deeper investigations. Another big advantage of TEM over frequency-domain EM (FEM) comes 
from recording during the “off-time”, or the time when the transmitter has zero current – 
meaning there is no primary magnetic field to mask the earth response. AEM systems either 
suspend the TEM system from a helicopter or wrap the TX around an airplane, tip to wing to tail 
to wing to tip, and tow the RX. During the 1960’s, AEM systems became the gold standard for 
imaging conductors at greater depths. Beginning in the 1970’s, many of the airborne contractors 
had started designing systems that had better signal to noise ratios and could be used for more 
versatile applications where an inverted resistivity profile is needed [Bedrosian et al., 2016]. 
These applications include hydrogeologic studies, geologic mapping, as well as exploration for 
geothermal hotspots, all of which may have subtle resistivity changes as targets. AEM is still 
widely used and the research and development continues. Today, some common applications for 
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AEM include permafrost studies [Minsley et al., 2012], coastal saltwater intrusions [Auken et al., 
2010], contamination transport surveys [Baldridge et al., 2007], hydrogeologic investigations 
[Sørensen and Auken, 2004], geologic mapping [Rodriquez et al., 2007], as well as many other 
uses, but mineral resource exploration remains a major constituent of AEM’s use. For a more 
detailed, but not complete, history of AEM development and technology please see Pemberton 
[1962], Collett [1986], Becker et al. [1990], Palacky and West [1991], Sørensen and Auken 
[2004], Witherly et al. [2004], and Eaton et al. [2013]. 
All EM induction based geophysics employ the use of alternating electric currents to 
create a time-varying primary magnetic field. For a TX laid on the surface of the earth 
(horizontal loop of wire) the primary magnetic field will have a vertical and radial component to 
it (or another way to think about it – such a TX creates a vertical magnetic dipole). This time-
varying magnetic field interacts with the ground, and from Faraday’s Law induces eddy currents 
within the subsurface based on the resistivity of the media. These currents, in turn, produce a 
secondary time-varying magnetic field via Ampere’s Law. This secondary magnetic field 
generates an electromotive force (EMF) in the receiver and a voltage is recorded. Frequency-
domain systems, or ‘on-time’ systems, transmit and record continually and determine the 
amplitude and phase of the voltage at the receiver coil relative to that of the transmitter coil. 
These amplitude and phase data are typically expressed as the in-phase and quadrature responses 
in parts-per million (ppm). The in-phase and quadrature data can easily be converted to apparent 
resistivity (a quick and convenient linear transformation that yields some understanding of how 
resistivity varies both laterally and with depth – in the data space), or inverted to get a “true”, 
layered-earth, resistivity-depth model. Time-domain (t-d) systems employ the same physics, 
however the TX often use a 50% duty-cycle, bi-modal, square-wave waveform (some systems 
employ other waveforms, such as a half sine wave or a triangle wave). The biggest distinction 
between f-d and t-d systems stem from f-d systems record during the on-time (TX transmits 
continuously), while t-d systems record during the off-time (brief time windows where the TX is 
off). The electronics are designed to shut the current in the TX off as fast as possible to create a 
large time-varying magnetic field (
dB
/dt) which induces eddy currents that diffuse into the 
subsurface. These currents create a secondary magnetic field which decays in time and can be 
recorded by a RX during the TX’s off-time (when there is no current in the TX, and 
subsequently, no primary magnetic field). The decay of the secondary magnetic field is driven by 
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the resistivity of the energized material. Again, these data can be converted to apparent resistivity 
or inverted to get a “true”, layered-earth, resistivity-depth model. For a more complete and 
detailed overview of both time-domain and frequency-domain systems please see Nabighian and 
Macnae [1991], and Spies and Frischknecht [1991] respectively. 
This primary magnetic field does not only induce eddy currents downwards into the 
earth, but also induces eddy currents in all media in the nearby vicinity of the TX. The response 
to these eddy currents from non-earth material can superimpose the earth response, yielding 
contaminated data. These superimposed signals are often a result of man-made objects like 
vehicles, fences, buildings, pipelines, powerlines, etc. Each of the above have distinct electrical 
characteristics, which affect how they couple into our TEM system. Two of the general types of 
coupling are capacitive and inductive, see Figure 1-1 for generalized responses from these types 
of coupling. Capacitive coupling stems from large conductive bodies that polarize and can only 
pass current at high frequencies. We can imagine that at lower frequencies these conductive 
bodies would polarize and charge, but just like a capacitor in a circuit, these bodies will pass a 
current at higher frequencies due to the alternating electric field. Successful demonstration of 
removing these couplings exists in the literature through using singular value decomposition, and 
principle component analysis techniques [Reninger et al., 2011; Xie et al., 2014]. Additionally, 
two branches of ongoing research are 1) using neural networks to automatically find and cull this 
type of contaminated data [Andersen et al., 2016], and 2) looking into using these capacitive 
coupling effects as an inversion parameter to solve for Cole-Cole parameters to look at induced 
polarization effects [Flis et al., 1989; Fiandaca et al., 2012; Macnae, 2016]. Examples of media 
that causes capacitive coupling include vehicles, buildings, or any large conductive object on or 
in the earth. Inductive coupling stems more from the time-varying primary magnetic field 
inducing a current in an under-dampened circuit element, like a loop of wire. Here these circuit 
elements are often laterally expansive, discreetly grounded, manmade structures. Several 
examples of these structures are fences, pipelines, and powerlines, of which the latter is the 




Figure 1-1 Cartoon illustrating Inductive and Capacitive coupling in TEM systems. An 
uncontaminated sounding is presented in the left plot. Inductive coupling (center plot) yields 
smoothly elevated 
dB
/dt curves; Capacitive coupling (right plot) yields oscillatory behavior at 
later times. Both plots with coupling show the uncontaminated sounding for reference. 
 
Powerlines have been the bane of AEM practitioners ever since the method was first 
employed [Polzer et al., 1990; Lane et al., 1998; Auken et al., 2009; Steuer et al., 2009]. TEM 
systems are designed around the base frequency of the local powergrid to have automatic 
rejection of the active signal through stacking (see Figure 2-16), so the powerline effect observed 
in AEM data must be a result of the TEM TX inducing a current in some part of the powerline 
system and not from the 50 or 60 Hz active power, or harmonics, on the powergrid. Powerline 
structures are prone to natural lighting and electrical storms. In order to protect the electrical grid 
and keep the electricity flowing, powerlines often have at least one neutral wire, running the 
length of the powerline, which is grounded at every pole. The grounding of these poles varies by 
pole type (wood, metal, concrete, etc.), but two common forms use either a large, traditional, 
ground rod or a coil of wire about the base of the pole. For both cases the surface area of the 
grounding structure that is in contact with the earth dictates how well the power line is grounded. 
We can imagine then that a powerline forms a string of vertical induction loops where the earth 
acts as one side of each loop (see Figure 1-2). A recent paper by Yin and Wang [2015] discusses 
using an airborne f-d system to solve for contact resistance of transmission lines, a measurement 
of value to the electric power industry in looking for faulty grounds, and the authors mention that 




Figure 1-2 Schematic of how a powerline creates a vertical induction loop from a TEM 
transmitter. 
 
Standard processing of contaminated EM data is simply to remove, or cull, the affected 
data. This is a qualitative and time-consuming and tedious process that requires looking at 
hundreds of kilometers of data and then making a judgment call on the quality of the data. One 
area of recent research is toward automating the culling of these datasets [Andersen et al., 2016], 
speeding up processing time but also providing a quantitative assessment of data contamination. 
Often the late-time data (timegates later than ~500 µs) will show signs of contamination while 
early-time data (timegates earlier than ~500 µs) are largely unaffected, resulting in culling of 
late-time data only [Steuer et al., 2009]. Removal of these data yields either holes in the resulting 
inverted profile or regions of significantly reduced depth-of-investigations. The consequences of 
leaving the contaminated data in, or not using harsh enough criteria for data rejection, gives rise 
to false conductors in the inverted model space, which have the ability to mask or discredit real 
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anomalies. These effects are also smeared out by along-line stacking and averaging of raw data 
during the preprocessing and further exacerbated if any lateral or spatial constraints are applied 
during the inversion. 
While many papers talk about removing powerline contaminated data, Polzer et al. 
[1990] actually presents a method to try and repair the data. Polzer does this through estimation 
of the current flowing in the cultural object itself. In order to estimate these currents, detailed 
three-dimensional geometrical knowledge of the powerline grounding points is needed. This is 
often unrealistic and would greatly increase the cost to a survey to collect this information. 
However, with the resolution of aerial imagery today, it might be feasible to pick grounding 
points, or powerpole locations, and roughly map out the geometry of the powerlines. Regardless, 
the amount of additional information this method requires is often infeasible and simply 
estimates the current flowing in the conductor, as opposed to understanding the interplay 
between the TEM system and a powerline. 
Starting from the idea of current estimation, I began wondering if I could do something 
like Polzer, but instead estimate the current from the actual physical building blocks. With this in 
mind, the work presented here aims to tackle three main questions revolving around powerline 
contamination: (a) What are the basic building blocks and physical mechanisms of the powerline 
contamination that is seen in AEM data? (b) Can these building blocks be described in terms of 
simple EM theory? And, (c) Is this theory testable using experimental or real AEM data? 
This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents real data and is broken up into two 
parts: (a) a description of an AEM dataset which is heavily contaminated by powerlines and as 
such provides the motivation for this research, and (b) a description of experimental ground-
based TEM datasets purposefully contaminated by powerlines in a controlled manner as an 
attempt to characterize the problem. Chapter 3 presents several forward modeling efforts 
including a newly written, in-house program (SWmod), and a commercially available, 
commonly used program (EMIGMA). Each forward modeling effort had the purpose of 
characterizing the powerline problem. Chapter 4 presents a brief discussion and comparison 
between the collected and modeled datasets. Chapter 5 concludes this thesis with a recap of what 
I have learned and ideas for the future. Additionally, the Appendix presents a short discussion on 




REAL DATA EXAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTS 
2.1 Research motivation 
Motivation for this research stems from an AEM survey flown over Decorah, Iowa for 
the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). Geotech Ltd. flew this AEM survey using the VTEMmax 
system in late 2012 and early 2013 as a compliment to coincident gravity gradient and 
aeromagnetic surveys [Drenth et al., 2015]. The primary purpose of these surveys was to map 
out the depth to Precambrian basement and to investigate variations in the conductivity of the 
Precambrian that may reflect variations in structure or alteration relevant to mineral resource 
assessments, but due to the high resolution of AEM data, a secondary interest in these data are 
hydrogeologic in nature. The VTEMmax system was chosen to try and image the top of the 
Precambrian basement due to its large transmitter (TX) moment (1,358,000 nIA), however some 
of the near-surface resolution and information is lost by this system due to the slower turn-off 
times of the high current, and possible primary field contamination. 
During the data acquisition, daily flight data was delivered, and immediately the data 
began showing large amplitude, periodically spaced, anomalies in the data. These anomalies all 
exhibit a very distinctive double peak signature and were present and coherent across the entire 
survey. In order to invert the data a two-step culling process was employed that removed entire 
soundings when early-time data were affected and removed only later-time data when the early-
time data were unaffected (see Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4). The end result of this two-step culling 
process removed ≥40% of the entire dataset, and left vast empty regions in our inverted models. 
Had the affected data not been removed prior to inversion, the models produced would have 
yielded false conductors, and due to lateral constraints in the inversion, these conductors would 
have been further smeared into the surrounding models. As it is, the data culling that was 
performed was rather conservative and the subtlety distorted data adjacent to the culled regions 
manifest themselves in the inverted models as anomalous conductors that dip away from the 





Figure 2-1 Flight path of the Decorah AEM survey. This survey took place in the northeast 
corner of Iowa, USA. This region covers a large portion of the Upper Iowa River Watershed. 
While there are many boreholes in this area, the vast majority of these are water wells and are 





Figure 2-2 Two inverted and interpreted profiles of data from the Decorah IA, AEM dataset. 
Regional stratigraphy is presented to the left of the profiles and correlate to the boreholes 
superimposed on the profiles (signified by the upside-down triangles). Resistivity color-scale to 
the right of the profiles correlate to the inverted resistivities within the profile. While these data 
underwent the 2-step culling process it is obvious that cultural noise is still a problem and has 
smeared itself into the surrounding data. The inversion parameters here had the loosest lateral 
constraints that could be used without turning the lateral constraints off entirely.  
 
Upon a more in-depth evaluation of the data, it became obvious that this problem spread 
out into the dataset. The data that most contractors provide as their final, “raw”, datasets have 
undergone significant along-line averaging and smoothing, meaning that the contamination is 
laterally smeared out into the data even before the inversion. Often data is collected at 30 Hz (25 
Hz elsewhere, dependent upon the powerline frequency), but after stacking and averaging many 




Figure 2-3 Plot of data profile from flightline L1230. Top panel shows the EM TX/RX height 
above land surface; the second panel shows the power line monitor (normalized by the maximum 
amplitude of the PLM channel for this line), which is a real-time, band-limited, Fast Fourier 
Transform of one time-gate channel; Third panel shows all collected EM data normalized by 
transmitter moment for all timegates (50 µs to 9 ms); bottom panel shows remaining EM data 
following the two-step culling process. If the early-time data were contaminated, the whole 
sounding was removed; if only the later time data were affected, each sounding’s data was culled 
beyond gate 32 (1.161 ms). The vertical dashed red line shows the center of the zoomed in data 




Figure 2-4 Zoomed in view of contaminated data from perpendicular crossing of a powerline. 
The top panel shows the TX/RX height above the surface of the earth; the middle panel shows 
the powerline monitor channel (normalized by the maximum amplitude of the PLM channel for 
this line); and the bottom panel shows 2 km of raw data, 1 km on each side of the powerline 
location (dashed red line), normalized by the transmitter. Notice that the spatial extent of the 
contaminated data at later times is about 1 km (⅝ mi) in width, roughly centered about the 
powerline; the shape of the coupled data is nominally symmetric with a central trough that 
approximates the undistorted data far from the powerline. 
 
Broadly speaking it was apparent that the data were affected for ~500 m on each side of 
the powerlines and that the contaminated regions of data all had a very similar shape, with a 
peak-trough-peak anomaly (see Figure 2-4). Given the similarity in shape and spatial extent 
among the many contaminated regions of data it seemed plausible that this could be modeled, 
and ultimately the powerline effect could be removed, thus recovering reliable earth conductivity 
models within much of the distorted regions. 
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This region in Iowa has powerlines that mostly follow roads, which roughly fall on a 
1600x1600 meter (1x1 mile) square grid. Due to topography in the northeast corner of the survey 
not all the roads, and consequently not all the small distribution powerlines, conform to this grid; 
additionally, across the whole survey area, many of the large transmission lines do not follow the 
roads and can travel at any azimuth. The result of these deviations from the cardinal directions 
mean that this survey can offer a view at how the data are affected based on the crossing angle 
between the powerline and the flightline. After closer inspection and comparison of anomaly 
amplitude and powerline size it became apparent that the small distribution powerlines often 
affect data more adversely than the large transmission lines. Moreover, every powerline crossing 
looks slightly different in the data space, even between adjacent flightlines crossing at the same 
angle. 
When early time data are gridded together, the geologic response with a superimposed 
powerline response is clearly seen in the data; however, at later times the data have lost 
sensitivity to the geology and the powerline response becomes the dominant feature. In essence, 
gridding a late time channel yields a decent powerline map (see Figure 2-5). This spurred an 
investigation into the connection between types of powerlines, crossing angles, and data anomaly 
shapes and amplitudes. Figure 2-6 shows some broad categories of types of powerlines; Figure 
2-7 to Figure 2-10 show a small selection of these. While this is not the main focus in this thesis, 
I feel that showing this small selection of powerline types and crossing angles helps show the 
similarities and variability of powerline contamination within the dataset. In general, 2-wire 
distribution lines seem to affect the data more adversely than large transmission lines. As the 
TEM system is elevated from the surface of the earth the measured dB/dt amplitudes decrease, 
especially in the earlier times. The early-time data is very sensitive to the elevation of the AEM 
system (the platform is often called a bird in AEM nomenclature), and geologic changes in the 
near surface, making it difficult to identify troubled regions from the early time data alone. For 
Figure 2-7 to Figure 2-10 each plot shows a picture of the powerline, the altitude of the bird, 




Figure 2-5 Plots of gridded time channels and mapped roads. Left plot shows a gridded early 
time-gate (gate 17; 145 µs); Right plot shows a late time-gate (gate 40; 3.521 ms). The early time 
channel shows changes that relate to mapped surface geology (trending N-NW, due to gently 
dipping layers and topographic changes) overprinted with high amplitude powerline responses. 
The late time channel on the other hand is late enough that most of the geologic response has 





Figure 2-6 Cartoon representation of various types of powerlines. Large transmission lines 
can carry voltages in excess of 1000 kV. In general, Transmission lines carry voltages above 230 
kV; subtransmission lines carry about 100 kV; and distribution lines carry less than 69 kV, with 














Figure 2-7 Panel A shows a Google Street view of the transmission line [Google Maps - Co 
Hwy W20, 2016]; Panel B shows an orthoimage of the countryside, powerline locations, and 
flightlines L1150 and L1160 [Google Maps - Co Hwy W20 Transmission line aerial imagery, 
2016]. Panels C through E relate to a 2-km section of data crossing a transmission line 
perpendicular to from flightline L1150 – Panel C shows the TX/RX height above the surface of 
the earth; Panel D shows the powerline monitor channel (normalized by the maximum amplitude 
of the PLM channel for this line); and Panel E shows un-culled raw data (the wrinkle in the data 
just west of the powerline corresponds to the road just west of the powerline) normalized by the 
transmitter. Panels F through H relate to a >5 km section of data sub-parallel to a transmission 
line from flightline L1160 with panel order identical to C–E above. Earlier-time data from either 



















Figure 2-8 The top picture shows an orthoimage of the countryside, powerline location, and 
flightline L1150 [Bing Maps - Field Transmission aerial imagery, 2016]. The bottom three plots 
relate to a 2-km section of data crossing a transmission line acutely with the panels following the 
previous example’s order. Early-time data are much less affected then the later-time data, and the 




Figure 2-9 Images and plots for a perpendicular crossing of a 2-wire distribution powerline 
from flightline L1170 [Google Maps - 380th St, 2016; Google Maps - 380th St aerial imagery, 
2016]. Plots follow previous examples. Notice that all the data to the west of the powerline are 




Figure 2-10 Images and plots for an acute crossing of a 2-wire distribution powerline from 
flightline L1170 [Google Maps - Locust Rd, 2016; Google Maps - Locust Rd aerial imagery, 
2016]. Plots follow previous examples. Notice the asymmetry in the PLM plot as well as the data 
and the double peak signature. 
 
One last observation from all the AEM data is that the center sounding is largely 
unaffected. Figure 2-11 shows a snippet of a profile of data with a classic, “textbook”, example 
of powerline contamination. Additionally, several soundings have been extracted and plotted 
together which represent clean and contaminated data. As we can see the sounding centered on 
the powerline (green curve) largely matches the assumed clean soundings (blue and cyan 
curves). The differences in the early-time data of the clean soundings are largely due to the TEM 
bird height, while the late-time, oscillatory nature of the center sounding data suggests localized 
capacitive coupling. The contaminated soundings (red and magenta curves) are relatively 
unaffected at early times but are smoothly elevated in the mid to later times and eventually fall 
below the noise level in the last couple time-gates. Several papers have demonstrated successful 
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methods of de-noising data with oscillatory behaviors through singular value decomposition and 
principle component analysis [Reninger et al., 2011; Kass and Li, 2013; Xie et al., 2014]; 
however, the inductively coupled data, as seen around powerlines, is smoothly elevated and a 
successful de-noising method still eludes us. 
 
 
Figure 2-11 Zoomed in data view from flightline L1190 of data crossing a 2-wire distribution 
line perpendicular to the flightline with the top 3 panels following previous examples and the 
bottom panel showing sounding curves for five selected soundings. The five soundings represent 
three distinct regions of the curve. The three regions represent: Region 1 – uncontaminated data 
(blue and cyan curves); Region 2 – contaminated data (red and magenta curves); Region 3 – 
center sounding (green curve). Notice that the center sounding is largely unaffected (save for the 
late-time data demonstrating capacitive coupling), and the contaminated data is elevated from 0.1 
ms until it falls below the noise level around 5 ms. 
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These observations led to the questions: Can I 1) reproduce powerline coupling in 
ground-based data using controlled field experiments, and 2) explain our observations with a 
simple theoretical model built from our understanding of the physics of the problem? I feel that 
answering these questions is a necessary first step prior to any attempts to separate the geologic 
response from the response due to powerline coupling. Answering these questions led us to 
design four field experiments (this chapter) and writing a modeling software package (Chapter 
3.1). Each field experiment attempted to isolate specific aspects of this phenomenon to determine 
their effect on the system overall. The design of these experiments had several key aspects in 
mind: (a) largely 1D (layer-cake) geology to isolate variations in the responses to the powerline, 
(b) regionally low noise characteristics (away from houses, roads, etc.), and (c) a powerline, or at 
least the ability to set up a vertical loop of wire, like a powerline. 
2.2 Collected field data 
The rest of this chapter focuses on isolating the fundamental building blocks of powerline 
contamination. Each of these experiments is designed to look at and scrutinize ideas and 
thoughts around the contamination seen around powerlines. I aim to build a conceptual model of 
the interaction between a TEM system and a powerline. All ground-based data and survey 
parameters can be found in the supplemental data. 
2.2.1 Red Buttes Data 
The first experiment took place at Red Buttes, an area south of Laramie, Wyoming, 
where the University of Wyoming maintains a telescope observatory. Mazor [1990] shows that 
the geology in this area is gently dipping to the west, but for the purposes of this experiment, we 
can consider this to be a one-dimensional, layer-cake like earth, where conductivity varies only 
with depth. This site offered a 2-wire distribution line, a large, relatively flat area to work, and 
the ability to disconnect the supplied active power at the observatory, yielding us with a unique 
opportunity to test the question: Are 60 Hz and higher harmonics the cause of the distortion 
observed in AEM data around powerlines? While it is generally accepted that active power is not 
the culprit, I felt that it should be ruled out absolutely. We assume that if the observatory is 
disconnected from power the load on the line will be zero and, consequently, the current will be 
0 A too. Through Ohm’s law it follows that the current would be zero then as well, and the 60 Hz 
effect, should there be any, will be null. Figure 2-12 shows a picture of the Red Buttes survey 
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area; Figure 2-13 shows a map of the Red Buttes test site; Figure 2-14 shows a generalized 
geologic profile adapted from Mazor [1990]. 
This survey took place over two days. The first day of data collection yielded a profile 
containing four soundings, spaced 50 m apart, while the power to the observatory was on. The 
second day was a repeat of day one; however, the power to the observatory was disconnected at 
the observatory. Data for this survey was collected using a Geonics ProTEM 47 connected to a 
50x50 m transmitter loop. 
The power-on and the power-off data sets were nearly the same. The soundings directly 
under the powerline show some contamination, but this is most likely due to the receiver being 
very close to a powerpole and presents itself with oscillatory behavior, commonly associated 
with capacitive coupling. These data profiles do not show the powerline response I was looking 
for; the data has similar amplitudes from sounding to sounding and across all time gates. Figure 
2-15 shows a profile of data and a comparison between the power-on and the power-off. 
 
 
Figure 2-12 Picture of the Red Buttes survey area. In the foreground, the Geonics ProTEM47 
3D-1 HF receiver coil can be seen; behind that is the distribution line. In the background, the 




Figure 2-13 Map of the Red Buttes area (see inset – red dot represents the survey location and 
is located just west of Hwy. 285 and south of Laramie WY.). Four soundings were collected with 




Figure 2-14 Geologic profile of the regional geology around Red Buttes [Mazor, 1990]. The 
profile is located just south of the survey area and runs east-west. The geology dips gently 




Figure 2-15 Raw data plots for the Red Buttes profile. The top plot shows data from the 
powerline (0m) out to 150 m (four soundings) for the data when the observatory was 
disconnected from the active powerline power. The next four plots show sounding curves 
comparing the results from the power-on versus power-off datasets. Essentially the two datasets 
are the same at every sounding, with the exception that the power-off datasets were able to 
capture one time-gate later in time. 
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This suggests that the active 60 Hz power on a distribution line is not the source of 
distortion comply observed in AEM data, as illustrated in Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4. The 
frequencies that are transmitted on are chosen based on the frequency of the AC supplied power 
(60 Hz or 50 Hz, depending on locality). By transmitting on even harmonics and sub-harmonics 
of the powerline frequency the same portion(s) of the powerline sine wave is captured in every 
recorded transient. Because our transmitter switches polarity, every other transient has either an 
addition or subtraction of the identical snippets of the powerline waveform. Through stacking 
and averaging of many recorded transients the powerline effect is removed. Figure 2-16 
illustrates how a transmitted 30 Hz signal stacks out the 60 Hz effect. 
2.2.2 Deer Trail Data 
The second experiment was a long profile extending perpendicularly away from a 
transmission line. Figure 2-17 shows a picture of the transmission line with neutral ground wire 
and power-transmission wires artificially colored. This survey took place north of Deer Trail, 
CO. The geology in this region is again relatively 1D and layer cake [Robson and Banta, 1987]. 
This survey used the Geonics ProTEM47 connected to a 50x50 m TX loop. The profile consisted 
of 11 soundings, and data was collected up to 500 m away from the transmission powerline. This 
transmission powerline had a large metal powerpole approximately every 225 m, and our first 
receiver location (directly under the transmission line) was ~ 70 m from a powerpole. 
Additionally, there was a fence offset by ~12 m and parallel to the transmission line. Figure 2-18 
shows the layout for the Deer Trail survey and Figure 2-19 shows a generalized cross-section for 
the eastern plains of Colorado. 
Figure 2-20 shows data that is very similar from sounding to sounding and shows little, if 
any, powerline noise as seen in the AEM data sets. This was a bit surprising to us! First, no 
obvious coupling signs at Laramie, now at Deer Trail – why are all the coupling effects from 
these ground-based datasets small or indistinguishable? While I have noticed that distribution 
lines affect AEM data more than transmission lines, I have not seen ground-based data to support 
this observation. Only late-time oscillatory distortion in the ground-based datasets near the 
powerlines have been noted, which I attribute to the RX being too close to a capacitively coupled 
object. Under normal TEM processing conditions these later-time data would be trimmed off and 




Figure 2-16 Cartoon showing how the transmitter frequencies are chosen to stack out, and 
average, the data to boost signal-to-noise ratio and remove 60 Hz active powerline power effects. 
All plots show normalized amplitudes. Top plot shows active, 60 Hz, power (blue curve); 
transmitted bi-modal, 50% duty cycle, square-wave waveform which is the TEM TX current (red 
curve); and the measured voltages in the receiver (green curve). The second plot isolates only the 
contributors to the measured receiver voltages. The third plot shows the absolute values of the 
measured RX responses. The bottom plot shows the stacked, and averaged signal, effectively 
removing all the active power responses. This final curve, magenta, in the bottom panel is 





Figure 2-17 Photo of Deer trail transmission powerline. Wires are artificially colored. This 





Figure 2-18 Map of the Deer Trail area (see inset – red dot represents the survey location and 
is located east of Denver and North of I-70.). Eleven soundings were collected with a Geonics 
ProTEM EM47 system using a 50x50 m, square transmitter (teal squares) totaling a 500-m 
profile away from the transmission powerline. 
 
 
Figure 2-19 Generalized geologic profile of Colorado’s eastern plains [Robson and Banta, 





Figure 2-20 Raw data from Deer Trail Colorado. Top plot shows data in profile view, bottom 
plot shows all decay curves, for all stations, plotted together. The data from directly under the 
powerline showed signs of severe capacitive coupling and is not included in these plots. We can 
see that the soundings relating to 50 and 100 m from the powerline show some oscillatory 
behaviors at late times; these data would normally be culled prior to inversion. 
 
2.2.3 Bear Creek Lake Park Data 
I decided to take a step back and try to couple into a simple wire laid on the earth. If I am 
unable to couple into a powerline, can I couple into a simpler object, like a plain wire? The next 
experiment took us to a commonly used test site for the USGS instrument pool; Bear Creek Lake 
Park, just west of Lakewood, Colorado. I decided to switch instruments to one that allowed me 
to stack the data less for each sounding to see if the lack of noticeable coupling was a product of 
highly stacked data (AEM data is collected rapidly due to the moving platform and has less 
stacking than ground-based data; prior ground-based datasets used a Geonics ProTEM, which 
stacks many data transients [data from a single pulse] to form a data record). The ABEM 
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WalkTEM uses preloaded scripts, which define the timing of the TX waveform and the TX pulse 
sequence that forms a transient. By varying these parameters, I created a script that would stack 
very few transients to make a single record. Later, all of the records were manually stacked to 
help with late time noise rejection. For the Bear Creek survey, a single transmitter loop was laid 
out, and a wire was iteratively moved further away from the TEM system (a wire is easier to lay 
out than a whole new transmitter). By not moving the TEM system the requirement of layer cake 
geology was mitigated; however, changes in the conductivity distribution in the subsurface will 
continue to play a role in the mutual inductance between the earth and the wire for each wire 
location. For this experiment, I was looking at the effects of an ungrounded wire (antenna) 
compared to a grounded wire (dipole) for every wire location. Figure 2-21 shows how the wire 
(red wire) was grounded using 8 AWG attached to a stainless-steel stake and how the wire 
crossed the WalkTEM’s RX coil (orange square). See Figure 2-22 for complete survey lay out. 
 
 
Figure 2-21 Photos from Bear Creek. Left photo shows how the stainless-steel electrodes were 
grounded and connected to the wire (red wire). Right photo shows measuring tapes (yellow 
features) defining the center of the TX loop, the ABEM WalkTEM Lego receiver coil (orange 




Figure 2-22 Map and survey layout for the Bear Creek experiment. Seven wire locations, 
using an 8 AWG, 100 m long wire, spanning 137.5 m, were used to determine if there was an 
effect on the data due to 1) an ungrounded wire (an antenna), or 2) a grounded electric dipole. 
Both data sets were essentially the same and were consistent with the clean, no wire present, 
sounding. 
 
All data for this experiment were identical; or at least any powerline responses measured 
were too small to observe. This discovery was slightly disheartening, but not surprising. The 
inductance into an ungrounded wire is determined by the length of the wire and the cross-
sectional area of the wire itself. Rosa [1908] defined this self-inductance of a closed-circuit 
element as: 
 








where, � is the self in Henries (H), � is the length of the wire in meters, � is the radius of the wire 
in meters, and �- is the relative permeability of the wire’s material. This inductance equation is 
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for an ungrounded wire; the actual inductance of the system needs to take into account the return 
path as well (the current path through the ground). I speculate that the grounding of the wires 
was poor yielding high enough contact resistances at the grounding points that the wire was 
essentially ungrounded. The wire used was an 8 AWG wire with a radius of 0.16 cm, was 100 m 
long, and for simplicity I assume that �- = 1. The self-inductance of this wire is 8.68e-05 H. 
 
 
Figure 2-23 Plot of data from Bear Creek Lake State Park. All 15 sounding curves (no wire, 7 
antennas, and 7 grounded dipoles are the same, indicating that the effects of having a wire 
present are less than are measureable. 
 
2.2.4 Table Mountain Data 
2.2.4.1 First and second Table Mountain experiment 
As previously mentioned, most powerlines have at least one neutral wire that runs the 
length of the line and is grounded at every pole. This wire is primarily present for protection 
from lightning. After talking to several electricians and reading several books and articles I 
discovered that the wires running down the poles are coiled around the base of the poles and the 
target contact resistance between the earth and this neutral wire is 20 Ω or less [Uman, 2008; Yin 
and Wang, 2015]. This allowed us to view a powerline as a closed RLC circuit, consisting of a 
vertical loop of wire, with a resistor in series with the loop to simulate the sum of the contact 
resistances and the earth return. I decided to call this passive loop a Skywire, a name first coined 
by Polzer et al. [1990]. Figure 2-24 shows a generalized RLC circuit, representing our Skywire. 
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For more information on lighting protection and powerline grounding please see Uman's book, 
The Art and Science of Lightning Protection [2008]. 
 
 
Figure 2-24 Cartoon of how a Skywire makes a closed circuit as a vertical loop. Inset on right 
shows how this structure forms an RLC (resistor, inductor, capacitor) circuit. The Powerline 
wires (red) are insulated from the system and the metal lattice (in this example) is in direct 
contact with the earth. Other types of powerlines utilize a grounding rod to ground the system, 
and wooden powerpoles have a physical grounding wire running vertically down into the earth. 
 
I feel that it is important to note that the majority of all powerlines have Skywires, or 
“passive” grounding structures for lightning protection. For our purposes, and applying to the 
rest of this thesis, a powerline is the structure that caries the active powergrid’s power and has a 
grounding path for lightning protection; a Skywire is an equivalent circuit designed to represent 
the passive grounding of a powerline. A Skywire is constructed using a large vertical loop of 
wire that has an inline resistor, which replaces the combined effect of the earth return and the 
two CR resistive elements from a real powerline’s grounding structure. The inductance of the 
Skywire was varied only by varying the loop area and the gauge of the wire. 
These tests were performed north of Boulder CO at the U.S. Department of Commerce’s 
Table Mountain facility (TM). This region sits up on a pediment, just east of where Left Hand 
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creek exits the last of the foothills. The pediment sits above the valley floor by ~50 m and is 
considered to be fairly 1D geology. For the first test, I built a small, modest Skywire using PVC 
piping and 8 AWG wire. The Skywire was grounded using non-polarizable electrodes placed in 
porous canvas sacks filled with bentonite, however, due to high contact resistances (>1 kΩ) and 
instrument problems insufficient data was collected for evaluation. 
The second test used the same Skywire setup with several attributes changed. The wire 
used the second time was 10 AWG (this wire is longer than the previously used 8 AWG), and 
instead of grounding the system and using an earth return I used a continuous wire laid on the 
ground and a 200 Ω power-resistor, in series, to close the circuit. I speculate that one of the 
reasons the first test did not demonstrate any adverse effects in the data is because of the near-
surface soils of the well-drained pediment being rather dry, creating an environment where good 
contact with the earth would be extremely difficult. This situation yields only have three sides to 
this induction loop and an open circuit. 
Again, minimal, if any, Skywire impact is observed in the collected data Figure 2-27. 
Collecting two soundings at every TX/RX location allowed for comparison of the Skywire as an 
open circuit and a closed circuit. When the Skywire was a closed circuit an oscilloscope was 
connected across the resistor to try and capture the decay of the voltage. While the full decay 
shape was not actually captured, due to the limited sampling rate of the oscilloscope (at only 10 
µs), a voltage and subsequently a current was induced and observed in the Skywire by the jump 
in amplitude, as seen in Figure 2-28. When the TX is off the background noise spans ±200 mV; 





Figure 2-25 Photo from Table Mountain test site. The structure shown is the experimental 
Skywire. The wire running back along the earth is visible. The wire used was a 10 AWG, and a 




Figure 2-26 Map of the Table Mountain test site survey layout. Nine soundings, spanning 320 
m from the Skywire, were collected using a 40x40 m transmitter connected to an ABEM 





Figure 2-27 Comparison between an open circuit Skywire (“No SW”) and a closed circuit 
Skywire (“With SW”). The profiles both look very similar and when the sounding curves are 
compared we can see that the contribution from the Skywire is small enough that it is negligible. 
 
 
Figure 2-28 Measured induced voltages in the Skywire from our TEM TX. As expected the 
low moment (1,600 nIA; n=1 turn, I=1 A, A=1,600 m
2
) induced a much smaller voltage than the 
high moment (11,200 nIA; n=1 turn, I=7 A, A=1,600 m
2
) did, however, only by a factor of 3-4. 
The background noise level is ~200 mV and the measured induced voltages decrease as the 
system moves further from the Skywire. 
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2.2.4.2 Third Table Mountain experiment 
In September 2016, I decided that I needed to collect more data using my Skywire except 
with a much lower resistance. A Skywire consists of six resistive elements: one top wire, two 
wires down the poles, one earth return, and two contact resistances (where the pole wires meet 
the ground). The resistance of the three sides that are created by metallic conductors are 
controlled by the wire gauge and material composition, yielding a resistance that can be 
calculated trivially. Furthermore, the earth return resistance can be determined by analogy to a 
DC resistivity system. Rearranging the apparent resistivity equation for pole-pole DC resistivity 
(2.2) and using Ohm’s law (2.3) a rough calculation of the resistance for the earth return portion 




� ∗ 2 ∗ � ∗ � 
(2.2) 




2 ∗ � ∗ �
 
(2.4) 
where, �0 is apparent resistivity, � is the average resistivity between powerpoles (an 
approximation for this calculation), � is voltage, � is the current, � is the separation of the 
grounding points, � is the resistance of the earth return path. The two contact-resistance (CR) 
elements are the unknown variables. These grounding points are often constructed with copper 
grounding rods that are driven into the earth until they can no longer be driven. Often times these 
grounding rods are iteratively added until the resistance between ground wire and the earth is 
less than 20 Ω [Yin and Wang, 2015]. 
As an example, take a Skywire that is 100 m long by 25 m tall sitting on a 100 Ωm 
halfspace. If the wire has a cross-sectional area of 3.14 cm
2 
and is constructed from a conductive 
material that has a resistivity of 10
-8
 Ωm then the 150 m of wire (2 poles and the top wire) will 
have a resistance of 4.8e-3 Ω; the resistance through the 100 m of earth will be 0.16 Ω. 
Neglecting the CR at the grounding points the total resistance of the Skywire is 0.16 Ω! This low 
number suggests that the CR is the limiting factor here. If modest CR values of 20 Ω per 
grounding point are added, then the second Table Mountain test using a 200 Ω resistor (Chapter 
2.2.4.1) is still at least an order of magnitude greater in resistance. While this calculation is 
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approximate, it serves to make the point that the resistance of this second experiment was far too 
great and could not produce sufficient current in the Skywire to create a measurable effect in the 
TEM RX. 
The third TM experiment was focused on the resistance of the Skywire. The layout was 
very nearly identical to the second TM survey but three different Skywire resistances were tested 
at 12 stations along a 300-m profile away from the Skywire. The first 140 m of the profile had 20 
m resolution while the rest of the profile was at 40 m resolution (see Figure 2-29 for sounding 
locations). Each test station used a 0.1, 1, and 10 Ω resistor in series with the Skywire wire 
producing three datasets for each sounding location. Total Skywire resistances were 1.1, 2, and 
11 Ω respectively. Additionally, waveforms in the Skywire were measured across the resistor 
using a 24-bit analog-to-digital converter sampling at 50 kHz for all soundings at every station. 
After the raw time-series had been collected, and stacked, the data were normalized to the total 
Skywire resistance to look at, and compare the induced voltages and subsequent currents. As the 
in-line resistance increases, the waveform measured gains resolution due to the greater potential 
difference across the resistor, but the current in the Skywire decreases due to Ohm’s law. When 
the current in the Skywire decreases the resulting time-varying secondary magnetic field is also 
weakens, minimizing the effects from the Skywire as measured in the TEM’s RX, especially at 
distance. Presented below (Figure 2-30) are the recorded waveforms, normalized and converted 
to current, from the Skywire for the 11 Ω data as received by the WalkTEM’s 10x10 m, 2-turn, 
RX for high-moment only. The measured Skywire waveform from the 1 Ω resistor is an order of 
magnitude lower than the other two datasets and does not produce any effect in the data recorded 
by the WalkTEM. The cause of this discrepancy is likely due to poor contact between the resistor 
and the wire or an incorrectly labeled resistor. 
While data from both receivers at both moments were recorded, the compactness of the 
Lego Coil (0.5x0.5 m, 20-turn) made it very sensitive to the exact location when close to the 
Skywire. Additionally, when looking at the voltage or amperage decays in the Skywire, the low-
moment data was often noisy. These factors limited us to using only high-moment data from the 




Figure 2-29 Map of the Table Mountain test site survey layout. Twelve soundings, spanning 
300 m from the Skywire, were collected using a 40x40 m transmitter connected to an ABEM 
WalkTEM using two receivers. The first 140 m of the profile have 20 m resolution, while the 





Figure 2-30 Measured Skywire current vs distance profile for selected times and individual 
Skywire waveform decays for each sounding location. The individual decays are blue for 
positive amplitudes and red for negative amplitudes. Many of the recorded waveforms have a 
negative spike before the turn-off’s peak amplitude. 
 
The observed TEM data is quite interesting as well (see Figure 2-31). I finally managed 
to capture a response in ground-based data! Both the 1.1 and 11 Ω data sets show a smoothly 
elevated bump in the data (the 2 Ω dataset does not show the response and has other funny 
characteristics as well – leading us to believe this was an incorrectly labeled resistor), but this is 
only true at the 20-m sounding location – everywhere else was very flat and 1D. With soundings 
every 20 m, the resolution of these ground-based profiles is good but is coarser than AEM data, 
which often has sounding separations <10 m. The lack of spatial distortion at distances greater 
than 20 m in this ground-based data is different than the powerline response observed in AEM 
data. Additionally, while the TEM system does couple into the Skywire, I believe that the 
coupling mechanism is different – the fact that only data from one location (20 m) showed 





Figure 2-31 Plots of raw data for each resistor used in the Skywire. Plots at left are profiles of 
raw; plots at right are sounding curves for each profile. Data from the 2.0 Ω resistance (middle 
datasets) does not appear to be affected by the Skywire. Data from the 1.1 and 11 Ω resistances 






One of the questions that arose early on was “Can I develop a simple theoretical model to 
explain the contamination that is observed in real, raw, data?” Put another way, what are the 
basic building blocks of the system; can the problem be broken down into small, testable 
elements? In Chapter 2 I experimentally broke the problem down, element by element, until the 
simple Skywire model emerged. It is the intention of this chapter to break the problem down in 
an analogous manner from a theoretical perspective. 
Modeling programs generally offer the ability to separate the responses of the media. 
These responses often include the background response (response from layered earth), the 
secondary response (response from auxiliary structures like dikes, mineral deposits, or even 
Skywires), and freespace response (response from the system in a very resistive media, often air 
in TEM modeling). The first half of this chapter describes the development and testing of an 
algorithm (SWmod) that can calculate: (a) the background response in the receiver of a TEM 
system over a layered-earth conductivity model, (b) the induced current, in the Skywire, and 
finally (c) the secondary response in the receiver from the TEM system coupling into the 
Skywire for any TX/RX–Skywire separation and for any specified timegate. The second half of 
this chapter presents modeling performed with a commercial piece of software, Petros Eikon’s 
EMIGMA. Compared to SWmod, EMIGMA outputs show distortion of the TEM response over 
a greater spatial extent and more comparable amplitudes to that observed in measured AEM data. 
Parameters such as time gate spacing, TX moment, RX area, bird height, Skywire dimensions, 
and earth models are kept consistent throughout our modelling tests. All comparisons and 
discussion between modeling programs will be presented in Chapter 4, the discussion chapter. 
3.1 Skywire modeling using SWmod 
The physics of the TEM method are fairly simple to visualize, but the quantitative theory 
is quite complex. Time-domain EM systems are actually in the time-space-domain, producing a 
signal which decays with both time and distance. However, the quantitative theory is more easily 
derived in wavenumber (Hankel) and frequency (Laplace) domains. The Hankel domain is 
essentially a cylindrical-spatial-wavenumber domain and the Laplace domain is essentially a 
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temporal-frequency domain. We must also consider that the Skywire will, in general, be larger 
than our TEM TX and this will necessitate us breaking the Skywire up into smaller test points 
(TP). These TP’s create the need for the program to have the functionality to allow for a host of 
azimuths and distances from the TX to the Skywire and back to the RX. For visual representation 
of the geometry, see Figure 3-1. 
 
 
Figure 3-1 Cartoon demonstrating how SWmod discretizes the Skywire test points (TP) into 
their azimuthal, q, and height, z, components. The subscripts, i and j, are dummy variables for 
delineating TP azimuths and heights. SWd is the sub-element discretization of the Skywire, WSW 
and HSW are the width and height of the Skywire, respectively. Additionally, xTX is the length of 
one side of a square TX, and X is the distance from the Skywire to the center of the TEM-TX. 
 
The bookkeeping of the geometry of the problem is a bit arduous, but these calculations 
are all simple trigonometry and produce coordinates to each test-point (TP), which are then used 
to calculate the distance and incident angle from the TX to the TP. Ultimately, the magnitude of 
the radial magnetic field (Br) is calculated, in Laplace domain, at every TP, for any given time, 
but, what is really desired is the magnitude of the magnetic field normal to the plane of each TP 
(Bn) in Laplace domain. Again, this falls back on simple trigonometry. Once the magnitudes of 
Bn are calculated for all the test points we can multiply these by the test point area and sum these 
to calculate the induced voltage in the whole Skywire using Faraday’s law. From the induced 
voltage, Ohm’s law can be used to calculate the induced current in the Skywire. Next, the 
Skywire is broken up again into small test points; each test point is treated these as transmitter, 
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and the sum of the contribution from each point in the RX produces the total Skywire response. 
Additionally, the earth response for each TX/RX pair is computed. For a complete description of 
the theory see Swidinsky et al. [2012] and the Appendix B. Figure 3-2 shows a cartoon 
representation of how SWmod defines the earth-Skywire model from the input parameters. 
 
 
Figure 3-2 Cartoon schematic of general TEM-Skywire coupling and what SWmod 
calculates. The schematic here is for a ground-based TEM system, but SWmod has functionality 
to elevate the transmitter into the air to simulate AEM data. The TEM TX (blue square) creates a 
large, primary, magnetic field, which diffuses vertically and radially. This time-varying primary 
magnetic field induces voltages in both the earth and the Skywire (red square). SWmod 
calculates the induced voltage passing through each sub-element of the Skywire (the small red 
squares), sums these voltages, and calculates the total induced current in the Skywire based on its 
complex impedance via Ohm’s Law. Each sub-element induces a horizontal secondary magnetic 
field and the response from the Skywire is the sum of the field produced by each dipole. Total 
measured voltage in the receiver is the sum of the Skywire and earth responses. 
 
3.1.1 SWmod step-by-step run though 
This section describes an outline of SWmod. The actual code is provided with the 
supplemental files attached to this thesis. There are 4 general steps to SWmod: 
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1) Define input parameters: 
Skywire definition: 
Height of Skywire (HSW), in meters 
Width of Skywire (WSW), in meters 
Resistance of Skywire (RSW), in Ohms 
Skywire wire radius (DSW), in centimeters 
Capacitance of Skywire (CSW), in Farads 
Number of vertical divisions (NHSW) 
Number of horizontal divisions (NWSW) 
TEM system definition – assumes central loop RX 
TX loop radius (RTX), in meters 
TX loop number turns (NTX) 
TX current (ITX), in amperes 
RX loop radius (RRX), in meters 
RX loop number turns (NRX) 
TEM bird altitude (BHTEM), in meters above earth (0 m for the ground-based case) 
TEM timegates array (TTEM), in seconds 
Earth model definition 
Model layer-conductivity array (σE), in Siemens/meter 
Model layer-thicknesses array (TE), in meters (one element shorter than σE – last layer is 
assumed to be a halfspace) 
 
2) Calculate Skywire self-inductance (LSW) [Rosa, eq. 24, 1908]: 
��� = 4 ��� +���  log
2������
���
−��� log ��� + ����
−��� log ��� + ���� −
7
4
��� +��� + 2 ���� + ���  
(3.1) 
where ���� = ���
� +���
�  
3) For each TEM-Skywire distance and each timegate: 
a) Transform into the Laplace domain [Knight and Raiche, 1982] 
b) Calculate area of each sub-element, with a test point (TP) at the center 
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c) Calculate total flux through Skywire 
i) Add air layer to earth model for TEM systems suspended in the air 
ii) Calculate lower halfspace impedance 
iii) Calculate layered earth impedances using the recursion relation described in 
the Appendix B. 
iv) Calculate radial magnetic field at TP in Laplace-Hankel-domain [Anderson, 
1979; Ward and Hohmann, 1988] 
v) Inverse Hankel transform radial magnetic field into space-domain 
vi) Calculate the normal magnetic field at each TP. Multiply by area of sub-
elements to obtain sub-flux. Sum for total flux through Skywire 
d) Calculate secondary voltage through Faraday’s law [Griffiths, 1999]. Because we are 
Laplace domain this is equivalent to multiplying by the Laplace variable “s” 
e) Calculate complex impedance of Skywire [Kennelly, 1893] 
f) Calculate secondary current in Skywire through Ohm’s law [Griffiths, 1999] 
g) Find center of each source point (same as test points) 
h) Calculate secondary B field from each TP element 
i) Add air layer to earth model for TEM systems suspended in the air 
ii) Calculate lower halfspace impedance 
iii) Calculate layered earth impedances - recursion relation 
iv) Calculate secondary vertical magnetic field at RX in Hankel-domain 
v) Inverse Hankel transform vertical magnetic field into space-domain 
i) Calculate primary field (earth response) 
i) Add air layer to earth model for TEM systems suspended in the air 
ii) Calculate lower halfspace impedance 
iii) Calculate layered earth impedances through a recursion relation 
iv) Calculate vertical magnetic field in Hankel-domain 
v) Inverse Hankel transform vertical magnetic field into space-domain 
j) Calculate voltages from magnetic fields by multiplication with Laplace variable “s” 











We can sum the VE and the VSW to get our total measured voltage in the receiver 
(VRX)  →  VRX=VE+VSW 
4) Write output to files – One each for ISW, VSW, and VE.	
3.1.2 SWmod Program Testing and Results 
3.1.2.1 Laplace transform filter test 
From the beginning of the modeling study, I noticed that the amplitudes and spatial 
extent of contaminated regions were less than the observed AEM data. After careful scrutiny of 
SWmod I decided that the logic and implementation of the theory were sound. 
This program uses a numerical solution for the Laplace transform called the Gaver-
Stehfest method [Stehfest, 1970; Knight and Raiche, 1982], which utilizes digital filter 
coefficients. The number of digital filter coefficients used depends on the computer’s operating 
system’s bit structure and defines a filter that limits the bandwidth [Everett, 2009]. I have found 
that twelve filter coefficients are the most effective on 64 bit Unix systems (Mac OS X; Linux 
Ubuntu; Linux Red Hat). Figure 3-3 shows how the number of filter coefficients affects the 
numerical solution by comparing the program’s output from a homogeneous halfspace to that of 
the analytic solution [Ward and Hohmann, 1988] for the same halfspace. While the number of 
coefficients greatly change the output of the program, I found that twelve Gaver-Stehfest digital 
filter coefficients produced valid results between the timespan of 4 ∗ 10DE	to	2 ∗ 10DH seconds. 
3.1.2.2 Skywire discretization test 
This next test was to establish the required discretization of the Skywire. Considering the 
geometry of the problem, the closer the TEM system is to the Skywire, the more discretizations 
are needed. When the TEM system moves closer to the Skywire the maximum angle of the 
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vector from the TX center to any TP will approach 90º (
π
/2 rad.), which will yield small normal 
magnitudes; Figure 3-1 depicts this angle. When the TEM system is centered on the Skywire it is 
unable to couple into to Skywire because there is no area for a flux. As the TEM system moves 
off center the primary magnetic field becomes greater on one side of the Skywire until the TX 
has only one edge in the plane of the Skywire, where maximum coupling will occur. As the TEM 
system moves further away the Skywire will essentially become a point and the maximum angle 
between the TEM system and any test point will approach 0º (0 rad.) For simplicity in coding, 
the current version of this program uses the same number of Skywire discretizations for every 
calculation. One possible way to further speed up the code would be make the number 
discretizations decrease as the TX/RX move further from the Skywire. 
 
 
Figure 3-3 Plots comparing the output of the modeling program using various numbers of 
Gaver-Stehfest filter coefficients (number listed above plot) to the analytic solution [Ward and 
Hohmann, 1988]. Using twelve filter coefficients (upper right plot) the code is valid between 0.4 




Table 3-1 Table relating cell size to discretization in Figure 3-4. 
As listed in figure Number of elements 
10x10 m 5 
5x5 m 20 
3.3x3.3 m 45 
2.5x2.5 m 80 
2x2 m 125 
1.7x1.7 m 180 
1.4x1.4 m 245 
1.3x1.3 m 320 
1.1x1.1 m 405 






Figure 3-4 Plots of the induced receiver voltage contribution from the Skywire, as computed 
by SWmod, for various Skywire discretizations. Top plot is a 110-m profile of data from the 
1.25x1.25 m test element discretization and plots voltages on a linear scale. All other plots are 
sounding decay curves corresponding to a location (subplot title) and plotted on a logarithmic 
scale. 
 
While the program will allow for rectangular sub-elements, the convergence tests that I 
performed all used square sub-elements. Additionally, the Skywire used for all of these tests was 
five times wider than tall, i.e. 50x10 m, as could be the case for a powerline building block (two 
poles connected by a wire). For Figure 3-4 the following table relates cell size to discretization. 
Alternatively, one could try to increase the number elements, not by the dx, but by the total 
number of elements (i.e. 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 640, 1280, 2560) and also normalize this in 
relation to the TEM–TX to Skywire–width ratio. After studying these results, I decided that the 
1.25 m grid adequately converged at close separations. 
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3.1.2.3 Skywire self-inductance test 
Self-inductance is a phenomenon that is a measure of how much an object resists changes 
to a flowing current, in terms of both frequency and amplitude. If we imagine our Skywire as a 
large loop of wire, we can think about this as being a large 1-turn inductor. The self-inductance 
of a rectangular wire is basically the sum of the self-inductance of all four straight sections minus 
the mutual inductance (interaction between two elements) of each parallel wire set (3.1)[Rosa, 
1908]. This means that the size and shape of the Skywire greatly changes the inductance. For 
example, a large 1-wire transmission-style-Skywire (225 m between poles; 20 m tall; 2.5 cm 
wire radius) will yield an inductance of 0.67 mH, while a smaller Skywire (100 m between poles; 
10 m tall; 2.5 cm wire radius) will yield and inductance of 0.14 mH – four-and-a-half times 
smaller (and still an order of magnitude larger than our wire laid on the ground) [Rosa, 1908]. 
For this test, I decided to study just the effect of 1) a 5:1 Skywire (5 times wider than 
tall), 2) a square Skywire, and 3) the effect of wire radius on the data amplitudes. Figure 3-5 
shows all three investigations. We can see that the geometry of the Skywire (and hence the 
inductance) greatly affect the secondary response at the RX. Ultimately, as inductance increases, 
the maximum amplitude of the Skywire response lessens. 
3.1.2.4 Skywire resistance test 
In the case of actual powerlines, the resistance of the grounding structure is dictated by 
several factors, including, the resistance of the neutral wire, the effective resistance of the earth 
return, and the grounding resistance at the earth-Skywire interface. The effective earth resistance 
is difficult to measure because the volume of the earth is so great that the current densities are 
very low. Borrowing the pole-pole apparent resistivity equation from DC resistivity and 
substituting Ohm’s Law, a measure of the resistance of the earth is calculated (see Chapter 
2.2.4.2 for a more in-depth discussion of this subject). Further complicating the matter, the earth 
does not actually transfer very many electrons (electronic conduction), but rather, the current in 
the earth is dictated by dissolved ions moving in an electric field, or ionic conduction. The 
amount of water and its quality greatly affects the bulk resistivity, and/or resistance, of the 
subsurface. Additionally, at the grounding points of a Skywire, the electronic conduction from 
the wire must be converted to ionic conduction, which plays into the contact resistance and 
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changes the phase of the induced current. SWmod does not take the phase lag from the 
conduction conversion into account. 
SWmod models a resistor in place of the contact impedances at the Skywire-earth 
interface. As previously mentioned, SWmod calculates the complex impedance of the circuit in 
the Laplace–Hankel domain for each chosen frequency, which produces phase changes due to 
the inductance of the loop. I chose resistances ranging from 0.1 to 10,000 Ohms to cover the 
range of resistances that are expected in real powerline grounding structures, where each 
grounding point aims to have <20 Ω [Yin and Wang, 2015]. As expected, the lower the 
resistance, the more influence the Skywire has in the receiver data due to the corresponding 
increase in current flow. Figure 3-6 shows the effect of some of these lower resistances as would 
be the total measured voltage in the RX (geologic and Skywire responses). Resistances above 
100 ohms yield Skywire contributions so low in amplitude that when superimposed on the 
geologic response the data were largely unchanged. 
Results from SWmod shows some key attributes that resemble observed features in the 
AEM data. One of these attributes is a symmetric double hump anomaly with undisturbed data 
centered on the Skywire and decays with distance. Another data attribute that I noticed related to 
the temporal dependence on the Skywire resistance. As Skywire resistance increases, the 
observed anomaly is earlier in time and as Skywire resistance decreases the observed anomaly is 
pushed to later times. In Figure 3-6 we can see the anomaly moving later times as resistance 
decreases. The early times in the figure are highest in amplitude while the later times are lower in 
amplitudes. While there are similarities SWmod cannot seem to reproduce the amplitudes or 
spatial extents that are seen in airborne data. In order to test the validity of SWmod I compared 
the forward model results from SWmod to the forward model results from EMIGMA for the 
same earth, Skywire model, and comparable TEM systems. Chapter 4 describes the comparison 




Figure 3-5 Plots comparing how the wire diameter and the size of the Skywire the change the 
induced voltage in the Skywire. TEM systems are ground-based for all calculations. All plots in 
the green box use a wire of 0.5 cm diameter and are for 5:1 (width : height) Skywires; all plots in 
the red box use a wire of 5 cm diameter and are for 1:1 (width : height) Skywires; plots in the 
blue box are both for a 40x40 m Skywire and highlight the difference the wire diameter makes in 






Figure 3-6 Plots showing the effect of the Skywire resistance for a ground-based TEM 
system. Each plot shows the total measured voltage in the receiver (superposition of Earth 
response and Skywire response) for a given Skywire resistance. The lower the resistance – the 
greater the Skywire effect.  
 
3.1.2.5 Speeding up SWmod 
The first version of the program was written in Matlab, but the time that each calculation 
took made the process quite slow. As a result, the second iteration of the code was translated into 
Fortran to increase speed. The third iteration of the code utilized OpenMP [OpenMP 
Architecture Review Board, n.d.], to enable each available processor of a computer to help with 
the calculations and further speed up the program. For any given TEM–Skywire separation, the 
response in the RX as a result of the Skywire (secondary response), and the response in the RX 
as a result of the earth (background response) are desired. This implies that for every sounding 
location and time gate, there are three independent calculations. For 1 km of data sampled every 
meter with 30 timegates, the number of outputs is 90,090. By parallelizing the code, the time 
required to calculate a profile of data was reduced from day to minutes.  
3.2 Skywire modeling using EMIGMA 
After comparing the results from SWmod to real AEM data (a comparison that will be 
described in Chapter 4) I decided that the differences were enough that I should use an additional 
program for comparison and validation, as perhaps SWmod does not capture the full physics of 
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the problem. I chose to use Petros Eikon’s EMIGMA because it can solve for the coupling 
between everything and can do it in the presence of a layered-earth background. 
As a forward modeling program, EMIGMA is quite versatile and allows for complex 
geologic structure as well as allowing the insertion of sheets and prisms into the model. 
EMIGMA uses an integral equation approach, and solves for the interactions between all media, 
including the upper halfspace (freespace), the earth (background), and TX-earth-Skywire and 
Skywire-earth-RX interaction combinations (secondary). This turns out to be an important 
distinction between these modeling programs. SWmod neglects the mutual inductive coupling 
between the Skywire and the earth, which is non-linear. Therefore, SWmod only accounts for a 
fraction of the total inductance of the system, which accounts for a faster decaying current in the 
wire. 
General inputs for EMIGMA define the TX, RX, and Earth. As previously described, 
EMIGMA allows for dipping layers, and insertion of prisms and sheets, creating a much more 
versatile tool than SWmod alone. The Skywire was constructed using four separate prisms, or 
square metallic-like bars over a homogenous halfspace. These bars were 6x6 cm in cross-
sectional area, and the length was defined by the individual side dimensions of the Skywire. For 
example, a 100x30 m Skywire would be composed of four prisms; two bars with dimensions of 
0.06x0.06x30 m; the other two bars would have dimensions of 0.06x100x0.06 m. The program 
allows physical properties to be set for each prism as well. I set the top and side Skywire prism 
conductivities constantly equal to 1e8 S/m and varied the bottom prism conductivity from 1e-2 
S/m (the background conductivity - or rather, 100 Ωm), to 1e8 S/m (the conductivity of the other 
prisms) to mimic variable contact resistance. SWmod, on the other hand, defines the total 
resistance of the Skywire, independent of the conductivity of the material. Figure 3-7 shows 
general layout and parameters for defining earth and survey model. 
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Figure 3-7 General earth model and setup used by EMIGMA to forward model data. The 
upper halfspace and air layer have the same resistivity (rA) which is set to 1e8 Ωm, while the 
lower halfspace resistivity (rE) is generally set to 100 Ωm. All experiments built the Skywire 
from four rectangular prisms, one prism defines each side, and each prism has a cross-sectional 
area of 36 cm
2
 (6x6 cm) defined by the thickness parameter. 
 
Another caveat to using EMIGMA is that, the earth model for EMIGMA’s calculations 
involved a 35-m thick air layer at the top of the model. EMIGMA can put a transmitter within 
the upper halfspace, but I found it much easier to elevate the TEM system and insert prisms 
when they were all under the upper halfspace, or in other words, inside the “earth’s” domain 
(from the point of view of the program). See Chapter 4.3 for comparison between modeling a 
survey with the TX/RX pair at air-earth interface and with the TX/RX pair 35 m above the earth 
surface. 
For additional information and further documentation on Petros Eikon’s EMIGMA please 
see Petros Eikon’s website [Ross, accessed 2016]. 
3.2.1 Study of Skywire Resistance using EMIGMA. 
Another permutation of the EMIGMA is an analog to Chapter 3.1.2.4: Skywire resistance 
test using SWmod. All of our modeling uses a metallic bar running along the earth closing our 
Skywire circuit, but the reality is that the return path is in the earth not a metal bar. The first 
resistance test I ran simply removed the bottom bar and used the 100 Ωm earth for the return 
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path. This test did not show any appreciable Skywire response. Subsequent modeling tests 
employed the bottom bar, but varied its conductivity. Tests were run using bottom bar 
conductances ranging from 1e8 S/m to 1e-2 S/m, iteratively stepping down by an order of 
magnitude for each subsequent test. Total Skywire resistances ranged from 2.8e6 Ω to 7.2e-4 Ω 
(the 1e-2 S/m, 0.06x100x0.06 m bar had a resistance of 2.8e6 Ω; the 1e8 S/m 0.06x100x0.06 m 
bar had a resistance of 2.8e-4 Ω). Figure 3-8 shows the total computed response 
(earth + Skywire + interactions) for bottom wire resistivities ranging from 1e3 S/m to 1e8 S/m. 
While a slight response in all the of plots is noted, the contamination in the data is not overly 
apparent until the resistance of the Skywire is <0.25 Ω. Again, we notice that as the Skywire 
resistance lowers the contamination amplitudes increase. 
Both SWmod and EMIGMA show that the resistance of the Skywire greatly affects the 
amplitude and the spatial extent of the contamination. The induced voltage is determined by the 
area of the Skywire, while the resistance of the Skywire determines the current that flows within 
the Skywire. The lower the resistance, the higher the Skywire current, and the greater 





Figure 3-8 Plots of EMIGMA modeled Skywire data. Plots presented here are for a 100 Ωm 
halfspace earth with a 100x30 m Skywire. Only the bottom wire of the Skywire changes 
conductance ranging from 1e3 (top-left plot) to 1e8 (bottom-right plot) S/m; Resistance values in 
the figure are total sum of each of the four wire segments. While the effects of coupling are seen 
in data in the top two plots, significant effects are noted when the Skywire has a total resistance 






This goal of this chapter is to compare, analyze, and discuss the results between the AEM 
data, the ground-based data, and both of the modeling efforts. Where possible I tried to keep 
modeling parameters and geometry in close correspondence with the empirical data. For 
instance, almost all of our modeling, unless otherwise stated, for both SWmod and EMIGMA, 
use a 100 Ωm lower halfspace, and a 100x30 m Skywire, and in both cases the bird height was a 
constant 35m. In contrast, the real data was collected over a layered earth with layer resistivities 
ranging from 10’s to 100’s of Ωm, and real AEM datasets have topography and variable bird 
height that influence the early time data as well. The timegates chosen for both modeling 
programs spanned three decades of time and overlapped the time gates for all of the various 
systems being used (WalkTEM, ProTEM, and VTEM). While this seems like it should be a 
straight forward comparison every system defines “zero” time differently with respect to the 
turnoff ramp of the current in the TX. The VTEM system defines zero at the bottom of the 
turnoff ramp; The WalkTEM and ProTEM systems both defines zero at the top of the turnoff 
ramp; EMIGMA can model both zero time definitions and all modeling for this thesis uses the 
top of the turnoff ramp; SWmod does not model the entire waveform but only uses an 
instantaneous step off approach, meaning that there is no ramp. Figure 4-1 shows both the 
waveform used by VTEM and a generalized square-wave waveform, which was used by all 
modeled data and ground-based TEM systems, and Figure 4-2 shows a plot of the time gates 
used in all dataset comparisons. 
There are differences in how these modeling programs build a Skywire. SWmod defines 
the height, width, discretization, wire radius, and resistance to build the Skywire, while 
EMIGMA defines a prism for each of the four sides, and builds the Skywire from these prisms. 
These prisms are defined by the dimensions and the conductivity of their materials. This means 
that the resistance of the Skywire is determined by the geometry of each prism and the associated 
resistivity. In order to perform a Skywire resistance comparison test I varied the resistivity of the 
bottom bar. For all EMIGMA tests, unless otherwise stated, the Skywire prisms were constructed 
of a metallic bar with a 6x6 cm (36 cm
2
) cross-section. On the other hand, SWmod uses 
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cylindrical wires only, and has variables of the Skywire dimensions, the entire resistance of the 
Skywire, and the radius of the wire. For the case of SWmod, the wire radius is used to calculate 
the self-inductance of the Skywire. For all SWmod tests, unless otherwise stated, the Skywire 
was created from a wire with a radius of 3.39 cm 6
�
	cm,	or	36	cmH . Figure 3-6 and Figure 
3-8 show these resistance tests. The cross-sectional shape of the Skywire also slightly changes 
the inductance of the system. 
 
 
Figure 4-1 TEM TX waveforms for both VTEM and generalized square-waves. All modeling 
and all ground-based TEM systems used in this thesis employ a waveform similar to the square-
wave, while Geotech LTD, employs a triangular waveform for their VTEMmax TX. As 
indicated by the green points the zero-time definition is different between these systems and the 
turn-off times are drastically different. 
 
 
Figure 4-2 Plot comparing VTEM WalkTEM, and ProTEM to timegates used for the 
modeling exercises. All timegates here are relative to each system’s zero-time definition. The 
timegates chosen for all modeling spans more time than all the other systems. 
 
This raises the question: What is a realistic resistance of a 1-loop Skywire? In reality a 1-
loop Skywire doesn’t exist. Powerlines are composed of many vertical loops of wire, which, 
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given enough computing power, could be modeled as a series of Skywires. If the Skywire 
resistance really is the limiting factor of Skywire contamination, then how can we quantify this 
resistance? Yin and Wang [2015], discuss the target of <20 Ω of resistance. This means that for a 
one-loop system we have two poles which could yield up 40 Ω. As more Skywire loops are 
added in series (as would be the case for a laterally expansive powerline), more grounding points 
are also added and each of these grounding points have their own contact resistances, and these 
resistors are then, in parallel. This lowers the resistance of the whole system by allowing currents 
to flow through a much larger volume. Additionally, by using more loops in our model the 
inductance of the system will increase too (because of the added effects of mutual inductance 
between loops and the added effects of the mutual inductance between the earth and the loops). I 
also believe that the scale of the spatial extent of the powerline contamination observed in real 
AEM data is due to the many induction loops created by a powerline. While the application and 
methodology are slightly different, Yin and Wang [2015] suggest that the majority of the 
response is due to the three vertical loops of wire closest to the HEM system. I attempted to 
model this four-pole, three-loop system in EMIGMA, however, the program could not handle the 
number of prisms required (6; top, bottom, and 4 poles) and failed on every machine tried. 
Additionally, the first iteration of Table Mountain tests used four poles and three sets of wire 
loops, but as previously mentioned, the data is not presented here due to instrument failure. This 
would be a good place to start for future work. 
4.1 Contamination as a function of Skywire resistance 
In Chapters 3.1.2.4 and 3.2.1 I presented resistance tests for both EMIGMA and SWmod 
(see Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-8 for resistance tests). All of these forward models were created 
using a 100 Ωm halfspace with a 100x30 m Skywire. As previously mentioned the Skywires 
were constructed differently, but both the circular wire that SWmod used and the square bar that 
EMIGMA used had a cross-sectional area of 36 cm
2
. Total Skywire resistances for EMIGMA 
ranged from 2.8e6 to 7.2e-4 Ω, and total Skywire resistances for SWmod ranging from 100 to 
0.1 Ω. By taking the ratio of the secondary field over the Background field (the contribution 
from the Skywire over the contribution from the earth) a percent contamination metric was 
established. Both EMIGMA and SWmod natively output these calculated fields at the RX 
location making this an easy metric to evaluate contamination. Figure 4-3 shows the 
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contamination plots for four decades of Skywire resistances from SWmod for a 400-m profile 
(200 m on each side of the Skywire). Note the rapidity of the decay as the TEM system moves 
away from the Skywire. When the Skywire resistance is greater than 10 Ω the contamination 
decays to under 1% by 50 m and even with the low Skywire resistance of 0.1 Ω the 
contamination is under 1% by 125 m distance. Figure 4-4 plots the contamination ratios for 
various Skywire resistances from the EMIGMA modeling. In comparing the two modeling 
programs both the peak amplitudes and the spatial extents differ; SWmod shows contamination 
with greater peak amplitudes, and EMIGMA shows contamination with greater spatial extent. 
For Skywire resistances <0.25 Ω the contamination is above 1% even as far as 400 m from the 
Skywire. 
 
Figure 4-3 Contamination plots of modeled Skywire data from SWmod. Plots presented here 
are for a 100 Ωm halfspace earth with a 100x30 m Skywire and a ground-based TEM system. 
Contamination is most noted in later-time data, which appear here with highest contamination 
ratios. Skywire resistance is in SWmod is user defined and input value is the total sum of each of 
the four wire segments. When contamination levels are under ~100% the raw data plots in Figure 




Figure 4-4 Contamination plots of EMIGMA modeled Skywire data. Plots presented here are 
for a 100 Ωm halfspace earth with a 100x30 m Skywire and a TEM system flown 35 m above 
land surface. Contamination is most noted in later-time data, which appear here with highest 
contamination ratios. Only the bottom wire of the Skywire changes conductance ranging from 
1e3 (top-left plot) to 1e8 (bottom-right plot) S/m; Resistance values in figure are total sum of 
each of the four wire segments. When the Skywire resistance is less than 0.03 Ω the level of 
contamination largely remains constant. Additionally, when contamination levels are under 
~100% the raw data plots show little visible Skywire contamination. 
 
4.2 Direct comparison of contamination in VTEM, EMIGMA, SWmod datasets 
The greatest contamination observed in Chapter 4.1 came from the lowest resistance 
datasets for both SWmod and EMIGMA. Here I compare these forward models to real AEM 
data. We can see that the EMIGMA modeling is closer, in both amplitudes and extent, to the 
contamination observed in the real AEM data (see Figure 4-5). 
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Figure 4-5 Plots comparing forward modeling results to real AEM data over a 1 km profile. 
Top panel is real AEM data from the Iowa Survey; Middle panel is the forward modeling result 
from EMIGMA for the 7.2e-4 Ω Skywire over a 100 Ωm halfspace and a bird height of 35 m; 
Bottom panel is the forward modeling result from SWmod for the 0.1 Ω Skywire over a 100 Ωm 
halfspace and a ground-based TEM system. We can see that the EMIGMA modeling captures 
the contamination amplitudes and spatial extent better than SWmod. 
 
When the datasets are visually compared, we can see that there are some similarities, but 
now the question is “how similar are they?” Or rather, “how much contamination is there at any 
given distance from a Skywire?”. In order to quantify the contamination, the need to separate the 
earth and the Skywire responses becomes apparent. Both SWmod and EMIGMA output these 
responses individually, but trying to calculate how much contamination there is in the real data is 
rather tricky, because of factors such as changes in bird’s elevation across the profile, and 
heterogeneities in the near surface. The real AEM data section presented in Figure 4-2 and 
Figure 4-5 is the same data used in Figure 2-11 where “clean” and contaminated soundings were 
separated. Using a clean sounding as a background reference we can (a) subtract this to get to the 
Skywire response, and (b) look at the secondary to background response ratios to get a 
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normalized measure of how much contamination is observed in each dataset. Figure 4-6 
compares contamination plots for the real and modeled datasets. We can see here that peak 
contamination for the real data is 639% and the decay is rather slow with all data being under 
100% contamination by 200 m distance from the Skywire, and a median contamination of 14% 
at 500 m. The modeled datasets on the other hand show much greater contamination, but a faster 
decay as we increase distance from the Skywire. EMIGMA shows a peak contamination of 
8144% and SWmod shows a 239,973% contamination. One would expect the real data to 
approach zero as we get further away from the powerline, however this is not observed – instead 
there is a consistent level of contamination, even at greater distances. One possible reason for 
this is that the numerical resolution of real data is less than that of the modeling preformed.  
Our analysis does not fully describe the powerline problem observed in real data, but I 
speculate that if the prism parameters used for the Skywire in EMIGMA were to iteratively 
adjusted, a model could be developed that would more closely fit the real data – but this 
simulated earth and Skywire model would not resemble a real powerline, as the parameters of the 
Skywire would not match that of real powerline system. 
Unfortunately, EMIGMA is not designed to model a structure sticking out of the earth. 
One of the model permutations I tried involved three Skywire loops (four poles; one long top 
wire; one long bottom wire), after Yin and Wang [2015] stated that three loops worked well for 
their simulations. The addition of these two extra prisms added enough complexity to the model 
that the workstation I was using could not complete even one forward calculation. 
4.3 Study of Ground-based and Airborne TEM data using EMIGMA 
After the third Table Mountain Test showed that I could indeed couple into a Skywire 
and measure a response, I noted that the data looked like it coupled at only one configuration – 
when the TEM TX and the Skywire shared a coincident edge (Figure 2-31). While I was excited 
that I managed to catch a signal, I suspected that the geometry of the ground-based survey 




Figure 4-6 Comparison of contamination quantity between the real data (top panel) and the 
different modeled data (bottom two panels; datasets are from EMIGMA, and SWmod – middle 
and bottom, respectively). Real data comes from a heterogeneous, layered-earth with topography 
and shows a peak contamination is 639%, with the median contamination being 14% at 500 m 
distance from the Skywire. EMIGMA modeling calculates peak contamination to be ~8144%, 
with the majority of the data being under 1% contaminated at a distance of 250 m away from the 
Skywire. SWmod produced a maximum contamination of 239,973%, and showed a rapid decay 
yielding all data being under 100% contamination by 100 m away from the Skywire and all data 
being under 1% contamination by 200 m distance from the Skywire. 
 
To simulate real earth – Skywire conditions a 50x7 m Skywire that sat on a 30 Ωm 
halfspace was modeled using EMIGMA. While Table Mountain has a layered geology, I deemed 
that a halfspace of 30 Ωm gave a forward modeled background response that reasonably 
approximates that of uncontaminated measured data. The prisms used to model a Skywire had a 
cross-sectional area 36 cm
2
 and a conductivity of 1e8 S/m yielding a total resistance of 3.2e-4 Ω. 
Using a 40x40 m TEM transmitter, a coincident receiver, and the earth–Skywire model 
mentioned above responses for both a 300-m ground-based profile and a 300-m airborne profile 
flown at 30 m altitude were calculated. In order to compare how the effects very near the 
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Skywire would change between airborne and ground-based data, these profiles were modeled 
and compared. These profiles model a sounding location every 1 m for the first 30 m and then 
every 20 m, starting at 40 m, for the remaining profile. Figure 4-7 shows a real data profile from 
using the 1.1 Ω Skywire, the modeled ground-based data profile, and the modeled airborne data 
profile. While the modeled Skywire resistances do not compare to the experimental Skywire 
resistance (the real Skywire has 1.1 Ω total resistance; the modeled Skywire has 3.2e-4 Ω total 
resistance) these data roughly compare. Had I of used a value of 1.1 Ω in EMIGMA the data 
would not show the response desired. I was also looking at the shape and the spatial extent of the 
anomalies in comparison to the real data. The real dataset shows peak contamination in the data 
at 20 m, but otherwise the data are largely free of obvious contamination. The modeled ground-
based data show a rapid climb in contamination as the TX/RX pair step away from the Skywire 
for the first ~3 meters, then a leveling out in the amount of contamination. When the TX and 
Skywire share a coincident edge at 20 m a maximum coupling yielding maximum contamination 
is observed. As the TX/RX pair move further away, a fairly short decay back to un-affected 
levels is seen in the data. The airborne simulation shows minor contamination levels, but it also 
shows a longer decay, similar to what is observed in real AEM data. Figure 4-8 shows a direct 
comparison between real ground-based data, and the modeled ground-based and airborne-based 
datasets. When comparing the data from the two ground-based profiles at the furthest distances 
the amplitudes are roughly the same, showing that a modeled 30 Ωm halfspace is a reasonable 
approximation, at least to first order, of the geology at Table Mountain. As the TEM system is 
elevated into the air the amplitudes of the earth response decreases. As expected, the sounding 
separation of the real data is greater, but comparable shapes between the real ground-based and 
the simulated ground-based datasets are very similar. Figure 4-9 shows contamination levels 
(ratio of secondary/background) for all three of these datasets. Due to the slight geologic 
heterogeneities present at Table Mountain, getting to the secondary field for real data is not 
straightforward. For the contamination comparison, the Table Mountain data needed the earth 
and Skywire responses separated from the data, as recorded by the RX. For this I used the 
sounding from 300 m and subtracted it from the rest of the dataset, sounding by sounding, to get 
the Skywire contribution, alone, from the data. Unfortunately, Table Mountain has been used for 
many experiments which has left random, undocumented objects that could cause undesired 




Figure 4-7 Comparison between real and modeled Skywire-contaminated datasets. Top panel 
is from the Table Mountain 1.1Ω Skywire dataset. Middle panel is an EMIGMA modeled 
ground-based data profile. Bottom panel is an EMIGMA modeled airborne-based data profile. 
Real data was collected over a near-1D, layered, earth and the 50x7 m Skywire had a total 
resistance of 1.1 Ω. Both EMIGMA datasets used 30 Ωm halfspace and used a 50x7 m Skywire 
with a resistance of 0.00032 Ω, and the airborne data set flew the TX/RX pair at 30 m elevation. 
While Skywire resistances are in disagreement, the modeled ground-based data have the right 
shape and higher peak amplitudes in the contamination. Contamination characteristics in the real 




Figure 4-8 Direct comparison between real data and EMIGMA forward modeled datasets for 
select time channels. Top panel compares real data (dashed) from Table Mountain using a 50x7 
m Skywire with 1.1 Ω of resistance to an EMIGMA modeled ground-based dataset (solid) using 
a 50x7 m Skywire with 0.00032 Ω of resistance. Bottom panel compares real data (dashed) from 
Table Mountain using a 50x7 m Skywire with 1.1 Ω of resistance to an EMIGMA modeled 
airborne-based dataset (solid) using a 50x7 m Skywire with 0.00032 Ω of resistance where the 
TX/RX fly at 30 m above the surface of the earth. We can see that the ground-based modeled 
data contamination characteristics match that of the real data – amplitude differences most likely 




Figure 4-9 Contamination profiles for real ground-based data (top panel) and EMIGMA 
forward modeled ground-based (middle panel) and airborne-based (bottom panel) data. While 
the real-data contamination levels are elevated at all sounding locations, we can see a similar 
trend to that of the EMIGMA modeled ground-based data. 
 
4.4 Brief discussion on time-constants of a Skywire circuit 
This thesis is just one beginning of this problem. It is by no means exhaustive; there are 
still stones left unturned. One of these stones is looking into the time-constant (t) for differing 
Skywire circuits. A time-constant is a measure of the time required for a circuit to decay to ~37% 







where, t is the time-constant, L is the inductance, and R is the resistance of a circuit. For the case 
of an experimental Skywire, the circuit includes the mutual inductance between the earth and the 
Skywire, which, from previous discussions, increases the inductance of the system greatly. If the 
inductance is big and the resistance of the circuit is small, then our time-constant is also big. 
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Let us take our third Table Mountain dataset using the 11-Ω Skywire and do an extremely 
rough calculation. If the effects of current flowing in the earth are neglected, the inductance of a 
50x7 m Skywire composed of 10 AWG (2.59 mm diameter) wire is L = 2.0e-4 H, and the 
resulting t is 0.018 ms. Replotting the data from both Figure 2-30 on a linear scale we can 
roughly measure of the time-constant from this study. Figure 4-10 shows that the time-constant 
is 0.15 ms, approximately eight times longer than we calculated. This suggests that mutual 
inductance between the earth and the Skywire is seven times the inductance of the Skywire alone 
for this case. This mismatch is actually hard to quantify however due to the non-linearity of the 
earth-Skywire system. 
 
Figure 4-10 Linear plot of measured amperage waveform from the third Table Mountain study 
to measure the time-constant. Future work might benefit from using the time-constants to help 
refine the parameters of a Skywire. 
 
This example is for a Skywire with an isolated and independent return path (i.e. not using 
a ground or an earth return) and a ground-based TEM system. Future studies may find value in 
picking apart the details of time-constants of closed circuit systems and of earth-grounded 
systems as well as looking into the effects TEM platform types (ground or airborne) have on the 





Airborne time-domain electromagnetic methods are a well-accepted geophysical tool for 
many investigative and explorative surveys. These systems are robust and generally have good 
signal/noise ratios, but the global increase of cultural infrastructure together with the push to 
survey in more heavily populated areas has produced more and more contaminated data. All of 
the data examples presented in Chapter 2.1 come from a rural region in north-east Iowa, but even 
this low-population-density area has significant infrastructure, of which I have focused solely on 
the contamination that is observed from powerlines. The powerlines in rural parts of the country 
often follow the roads, and where possible these roads are often on a 1600x1600 m (1x1 mi) 
square grid. Real AEM data can show later-time contamination levels around 10% at 400 m (1/4 
mi) distance from a powerline. General practices are simply to remove the affected data, but for 
many modern surveys this means culling ~40% of the data. The loss of these data presents the 
need of a methodology to repair the contaminated data and get back to a pure geologic response. 
At present this methodology does not exist because a fundamental understanding of the 
contamination and the factors that control it are still being understood. 
5.1 Thoughts and speculation 
Comparing the responses for various types of powerlines suggests that each powerline 
reacts to our AEM system differently. The contamination levels and extents observed in our 
AEM data generally suggest that distribution lines present more contamination, however when 
performing ground-based TEM profiles on transmission and distribution lines alike, no 
measurable effects in our data could be seen. Ultimately, there are two possible explanations: 1) 
The earth for both the Laramie and Deer Trail experiments was very dry when I was there. While 
I do not know about the local water table, I might postulate that the contact resistances were high 
for both of these datasets. And, 2) the geometry of the coupling is different between AEM and 
ground-based TEM systems. For the AEM case, the TX and the powerline are always separated 
and will never share a coincident edge. For a ground-based TEM system, the TX and one edge of 
the powerline or Skywire are in the same plane and it is possible to share a coincident edge. 
Theoretically, these geometrical differences produce higher peak amplitudes in ground based 
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data (see Figure 4-7, Figure 4-8, and Figure 4-9 for modeled ground-based and airborne data 
comparisons), but experimentally this does not seem to be the case, however, coincident ground-
based and airborne data profiles around powerlines are not available for comparison. 
5.2 Lessons learned 
A logical initial thought is “60 Hz is the problem!” but this is not so. TEM, both airborne 
and ground-based, base their transmitted signal and receiver timing around the frequency of the 
local power grid; 50 or 60 Hz depending on locality. Figure 2-16 shows how the powerline 
contribution is effectively stacked out. In Chapter 2.2.1 I discuss the collection of two coincident 
profiles near a powerline where I had the opportunity to fully disconnect a space observatory, the 
sole current draw, from the powerline for one of the profiles. Not surprisingly, the data recorded 
were identical, however it is surprising that a powerline effect was not present in both datasets. 
Another lesson learned from the research is that the earth and Skywire have significant 
interactions and these play an integral role in effective modeling. The primary difference 
between SWmod and EMIGMA stems from the programs ability to model the earth-Skywire 
mutual inductance; SWmod does not take this mutual inductance into account whereas 
EMIGMA does. Currently, the state of SWmod does not have the ability to model the mutual 
inductance between the earth and the Skywire, but it might be possible to incorporate an integral 
equation approach similar to that of Wait [1984] and Qian and Boerner [1994] in the future. All 
of our successful Skywire experiments removed the galvanic connection between the earth and 
the Skywire, which isolates and separates the current in the Skywire from the current in the earth, 
which most certainly will interact in a real powerline setting, but a mutual inductance between 
the Skywire and the earth still remained. If the additional mutual inductance from the earth is 
included, the system could not react as fast to generate a current in the Skywire, and would also 
slow the decay of the system. This plays out as lower amplitudes in the early times and longer 
decays in the data, both temporally and spatially. 
When thinking about induction, the induced current in an object is often talked about. 
But, in reality, a voltage is induced and through Ohm’s law a current is produced. Neglecting the 
earth, all Skywires of the same size and geometry with respect to a TEM system will have the 
same induced voltage, but the current will change as a function of the resistance of the loop. To 
generate the largest possible Skywire current, the smallest possible resistance is desired. In terms 
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of an experimental Skywire, the total resistance is relatively easy to lower, at least down to the 
length-integrated wire resistance. It is less clear what a realistic resistance for the grounding 
structure on a powerline should be for a single powerline loop, much less for a series of 
connected powerline loops. In reality, powerlines are a complex network of grounding points, 
each with their own contact resistance. If a voltage is induced in the system, there are many paths 
that the currents can take to make induction loops. Each possible path changes the system 
inductance and lowers its resistance. It then follows that the limiting factors in all of this are the 
contact resistances and the inductance of a connected, multi-loop system. 
While the modeled Skywire resistances are probably lower than that of the grounding 
structure on a powerline I found that using lower Skywire resistance produced forward models 
that demonstrated similar effects to that seen in the VTEM data. Using the lowest modeled 
Skywire resistances I compared these results to the VTEM data in Chapter 4.2. Taking a ratio of 
the secondary data to the background data, or Skywire response to the earth response, a metric 
for the amount of contamination that is seen nearby a powerline was developed. For real data 
collected in largely 1-D regimes, an estimation of the background response was used to calculate 
the secondary response and corresponding contamination levels. 
Using the data from the third Table Mountain experiment, where coupling in the TEM 
data was observed, I noted that the coupling is maximized when the TX and the Skywire shared a 
coincident edge. Modeling this geometry with a higher spatial resolution in EMIGMA produced 
different degrees of coupling between a ground-based TEM system compared to airborne TEM 
system. When thinking about the associated geometries, the biggest difference is that the 
airborne case will never have a coincident edge with the Skywire, as the TX/RX pair will always 
be above, and separated from the Skywire. For the ground-based case, the TX and Skywire can 
share a coincident edge and have maximum coupling. This raises the question of why the AEM 
data so clearly shows powerline coupling but the ground-based data, in general, does not. 
Measuring the current in a Skywire is a real possibility, In the case of the third Table 
Mountain dataset I captured a signal in the Skywire, however the decay was shorter, or at least 
fell under the noise level more rapidly than expected. There would also be value in repeating this 
experiment and setting the digitizer on the Skywire to trigger, measure, and stack the recorded 
waveforms based on the timing of the TEM system. Recording the waveform at the same time as 
the TEM system will allow for a more robust study of the of Skywire current. Additionally, 
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recording at a higher sampling rate, which is also a harmonic of the transmitter would be 
beneficial. 
All in all, this thesis provides an in-depth look at the AEM-powerline coupling problem. 
While the problem is still not fully understood, many small parts of the problem have been 
identified and tested but perhaps the building blocks I was looking for are not so simple and 
cannot be so easily broken into these small parts. Ultimately the non-linear mutual inductance 
between many loops and the earth need to be considered when trying to solve this problem. By 
viewing powerline grounding structures as an electrical circuit, I was able to identify many key 
constraints to the problem but a more complicated powerline network needs to be considered to 
change the mutual inductance of the system. The limiting constraints identified in this work 
include grounding contact resistances, number of points of contact, and the mutual inductance 
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The supplemental data files present (a) raw collected field data, and (b) the modeling 
program SWmod. The master supplemental data directory has a directory for the collected data 
and a directory for SWmod. Additionally, there are Read_Me files that provide data and file 
descriptions. 
The collected data directory has a subdirectory for each of the field tests: Bear Creek 
State Park (BC), Deer Trail, CO (DT), Red Buttes, MT (RB), and two directories for Table 
Mountain (TM1, TM2). Within each of these subdirectories is a Coordinates folder and a 
TEMfiles folder. The Coordinates folder contains a comma-separated-value (csv) file that has a 
table of waypoint names, latitude, longitude, and elevation. The TEMfiles folder contains a file 
for each sounding. These files are in the em1dinv tem-file format. Please see the em1dinv 
manual, page 40, for a description of the tem-file format [Auken and Christiansen, n.d.]. The url 
of the manual is: http://www.hgg.geo.au.dk/HGGsoftware/em1dinv/em1dinv_manual.pdf. 
Additionally, TM3 contains a folder containing csv’s of the raw measured waveforms. 
All parameters are defined within each file. 
The SWmod modeling directory contains both the Matlab and Fortran versions of the 
program. All parameters are defined inside the Driver file: Driver.m for Matlab, Driver.f90 for 
Fortran. Once all variables are set the Matlab script can simply be run, but the Fortran version 
must be (re)compiled for the executable to update. To compile the Fortran code, ensure that 
GNU compliers are installed on the machine, navigate to the directory where the program resides 
in a terminal and type “make all”. Run the executable (./*_exe) to forward model TEM data 
around Skywires. To clean the directory simply type “make clean”. Further documentation can 
be found in the Read_Me file. 






Bear Creek State Park All Bear Creek data files start with a “BC-” 
BC-W000m_Grounded-dBdt.tem Distance the wire is from the TEM system is 
noted directly after the W; The wire will either 
be grounded or ungrounded as noted in the 
filename; file format can be referenced in the 
em1dinv manual. 
Deer Trail, CO All Deer trail data files start with a “DT-” 
DT-050m-dBdt.tem Distance the TEM system is from the powerline 
is noted in the second term of the filename; file 
format can be referenced in the em1dinv 
manual. 
Red Buttes, MT All Red Buttes data files start with a “RB-” 
RB-000m_OBScnctd-dBdt.tem Distance the TEM system is from the powerline 
is noted in the second term of the filename; 
whether the observatory is connected or not is 
determined by the third term – either 
OBScncted or OBSdiscncted, respectively; file 
format can be referenced in the em1dinv 
manual. 
Table Mountain 2 All Table Mountain 2 Data start with a “TM2-” 
TM2-040m_HM2_SW-dBdt.tem Distance the TEM system is from the powerline 
is noted in the second term of the filename; 
which moment (high or low) and run (1 or 2) 
are determined by the third term; the fourth 
term notates whether the Skywire is an open 
circuit (noSW) or a close circuit (SW); file 
format can be referenced in the em1dinv 
manual. 
Table Mountain 3 All Table Mountain 3 Data start with a “TM3-” 
TM3-000m_HM_1010_01p0R-dBdt.tem Distance the TEM system is from the powerline 
is noted in the second term of the filename; 
which moment (high or low) is determined by 
the third term; the fourth term indicates which 
receiver the data are from, either 1010 or LEGO 
for the 10x10 m or the Lego coil respectively; 
the fifth term indicates which resistor was in 
use by the Skywire – 00p1R, 01p0R, and 
10p0R for 0.1Ω, 1.0Ω, and 10Ω resistors 
respectively; file format can be referenced in 




THEORY FOR TEM SYSTEMS OVER LAYERED EARTH
Time-domain electromagnetic (TEM) methods use a loop of wire as their transmitter and
additional loop(s) of wire for their receiver(s). Standard ground-based and airborne-based TEM
transmitters (TX) are horizontal, with 1, 2, or 3 component receivers. This theory seciton will
only deal with horizontal transmitters and horizontal receivers. Such horizontal transmitters (or
vertical magnetic dipoles) can only produce three field components: ~Eφ , BR, and Bz. Let us first
focus on Eφ , which is the one and only component of the electric field and therefore has the most
straightforward governing differential equation. For every layer, i, within our layered earth model




















Figure B-1 Block model of a layered earth with Z+ defined downward. Each layer, i, has a
conductivity, σi, and a thickness, di, associated with it. Additionally, the source, I ( t), is shown at
the earth surface.
These azimuthal electric fields are flowing in a horizontal circle (think of a smoke ring),
and are only sensitive to horizontal changes in conductivity. Not only does the electric field have
a single azimuthal component, it is also axisymmetric. Due to this axial symmetry it is natural to
work in a cylindrical coordinate system. We can then define ~E as
~E = E0e
iωt φ̂ = Eφ (r,z) . (B.1)
A suitable Helmholtz differential equation in the Laplace-domain for the axisymmetric Eφ (B.1)














= α2Eφ (r,z) (B.2)
where, α2 = iωµ0σ for any source free layer. Next we need to define a pair of Hankel Transforms
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e(λ ,z)λ J1 (λ r) dλ (Space-Domain) (B.3b)
where J1 (λ r) is the first order Bessel function. We need a differential equation that suits both the
Bessel function and the Hankel Transform (B.3b). The first order Bessel differential equation for
the Hankel Transform is










=−eφ (λ ,z) . (B.4)
Defining θ 2 = λ 2 +α2 and applying the Bessel differential equation (B.4) and the Hankel
Transform (B.3b) to the Helmholtz differential equation (B.2) yields
∂ 2eφ (λ ,z)
∂ z2
−λ 2eφ (λ ,z) = α
2eφ (λ ,z) . (B.5)
As a note, the variables λ and α relate to the source geometry (how finite the source is) and the
variation in time (AC current) respectively. If we let θ 2 = λ 2 +α2 then, our new second-order
differential equation simplifies to
∂ 2eφ (λ ,z)
∂ z2
= θ 2eφ (λ ,z) . (B.6)
A general solution for differential equations like equation (B.6) for a given layer (i) with
constant conductivity (σi) and thickness (di) is
eφ ,i (λ ,z) = F cosh(θiz)+G sinh(θiz) , (B.7)
where F and G are dummy variables, independent of z, and are constrained by the initial
boundary conditions.
To solve equation 8 we define a complex impedance ratio, Q ≡−µ0 ~Eφ/iω ~Br, which is
continuous across each layer boundary. Recalling the derivative of Faraday’s Law (∂eφ/∂ z = iω~Br)














But what does Q actually represent? Essentially Q is a complex impedance for every interface.
For any given intermediate layer there exists a value of Q for the bottom and the top. If we define
zbot ≡ 0 and ztop ≡−di we develop a picture like this:
σ
i








Figure B-2 Simple layering showing how depth is defined when making Q.
If we look at the Qbot for a given layer, i, of a layered earth model, zi,bot = 0 and as a result























We can deduce that Qi,bot = Qi+1,top and we notice that a recursion relation formed. By
starting at the top of the lower halfspace in the earth-model we can calculate QN and successfully



















































































Figure B-3 Simple layering showing how the recursion relation builds up to Q1.
This process only supplies the ratio of eφ/Br at the surface, but we are specifically interested
in the fields Eφ , Br, and especially Bz. In order to get at these fields we need to attach a source.
When charge builds up at a layer interface, the normal component of ~E must be
discontinuous; but if there is a current on that interface surface, ~B must be discontinuous. So there
has to be a discontinuity in either the ~E or the ~B field. Geology doesn’t allow ~B to be
discontinuous within the earth, and while charges can build up at layer interfaces we only have an
azimuthal ~E, so the discontinuity must be in the ~B at the source.
Our transmitter is a large loop of wire with a current flow. If we imagine an Amperian
loop around a segment of the wire we note that above this wire ~B has a −r component and below
the wire, ~B has a +r component, but at the wire, ~B has no r component. As we shrink the










Figure B-4 Illustration showing a shrinking Amperian loop around the wire of a transmitter to
define the dicontinuity in ~B.
At the source there is a discontinuity in Br. But how do we quantify this discontinuity? If





The switching polarity at the source is where the discontinuity occurs. One thing to keep in mind
however, is that this is in the space domain. Our ratios, equations (B.11) and (B.12), are in the
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Hankel domain. So, we need an expression for δbr in the Hankel domain. Ward and Hohmann






We also know that the regions above and below our discontinuity are oppositely signed, and given
our z-positive downward definition, we note that δbr becomes:
δbr = br,below −br,above = µ0Ia J1 (λa) (B.14)
Naturally, the next question then is how do we attach this to our expression for Q1? The
surface of the earth separates an upper halfspace (the air above the ground), from all the layers in
the subsurface. We have a Q value for the earth, so we must need a Q value for the air. By using






Using our knowledge of the J1 Hankel domain we can apply λ = iωbr/eφ to equation (B.15)
and to Q1 (as found via the recursion relation presented in equations (B.11) and (B.12)). Although
we have a discontinuity in~b,~e is continuous, (eφ ,1 = eφ ,air) and our discontinuity in br becomes:











Combining equations (B.14) and (B.16) we can rearrange this expression and solve for eφ
(an expression which is still in wavenumber, Hankel domain). Taking an inverse Hankel
transform yields the general solution










(an expression now in the space-domain), which is valid everywhere but involves a complex
double Hankel transform. Using a central loop sounding defines r ≡ 0 and produces an equation
with only a single Hankel transform.











Notice that as ω → 0 so does Eφ . Rearranging the expression for Q1 from the recursion


































Ward and Hohmann [1988] discuss and define an ”elevator” operator (e(−θair|ZT X−ZRX |)),
which allows the TX and RX planes to be separated. For the case of a central loop sounding this
is generally not needed; however, if we want to know Br for any location in space (for example:
calculating Br for a Skywire test point) this ”elevator” operator is required. Incorporating the
















br,1 (λ ,z) =−µ0Ia e


















We now have expressions for Eφ and Br. Next we need to get to Bz. Applying Faraday’s



















λ 2 J0 (λ r) J1 (λa) dλ , (B.22)
a generalized form of Bz,1. For the case of an central-loop measurement, where J0 (λ r) |r=0 = 1,









λ 2 J1 (λa) dλ . (B.23)
Electromagnetic force (EMF) is defined as the time varying flux (Φ) through an area, A,
and measured as a voltage, V . For TEM this is the area of a receiver with radius b (ARX = πb
2).
89
This yields an expression for the electromotive force as EMF =−iωBz,1πb
2. Expanding this
produces an expression for the contribution from the earth in a central loop TEM system.








λ 2 J1 (λa) dλ (B.24)
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